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Introduction
Today, the issue of violent radicalization is often discussed almost exclusively
through its relationship to extremist groups, particularly those linked to Islamic
fundamentalism, Jihadism and other respective religious and/or ideological teachings. These,
however, do not substitute for the only belief systems that may incite violent radicalization.
The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the ongoing debate on violent radicalization by
examining a non-Islamic, state-sponsored ideological system that perpetuates radicalization
through a combination of normative beliefs, narratives, specific interpretations of history, or
what this research will refer to as ‗claims and tenets‘.
Evident by the title of this work, ―Русский Мир‖ (hereafter,- Russian World or RW)
is expected to be considerably responsible for contemporary radicalization in Russia, where
this ideological framework ultimately expedites group radicalization and strengthens antiWestern attitudes, primarily within Russia itself, but also in Russian-speaking minorities
across a number of post-Soviet and other states (e1). It is also expected that a certain causal
mechanism exists, and may be outlined to illustrate radicalization as a product of RW, and in
this way, reveal the nature of the relationship employed (e2).
Considering all of the above, this investigation will be embedded in several theoretical
premises that should naturally accompany the analysis of said expectations. To start with, the
thesis will focus on analysing respective concepts and theories employed, discussing the
notions of ideology, radicalization and hybrid warfare. These and other related notions will
be discussed with respect to contemporary academic discourse, providing this research with
fundamental definitions, categorizations and frameworks of analysis.
Proceeding after the conceptualization of necessary theory, the paper will address the
origins of RW as an ideology by reviewing its history through key publications, opinions of
theorists and those individuals that in one way or another, all helped in not only formulating
the core tenets of RW, but also provided this ideological system with certain empirical
manifestations. Equipped with the basics of theory and understanding of related historical
precedents (knowledge/context), the consequent part will focus on categorizing and
evaluating the idea of RW by presenting a list of core claims and/or tenets employed in RW
as they can be traced from public speeches, official statements and reactions of Russian
political and academic communities, the assessments of particular events by Russian media,
public discourse, state legislation, as well as certain opinion polls and surveys. As such, the
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general pursuit of the research is concerned with answering the following research questions
(RQ):
● RQ1 - What specific claims/tenets constitute the ideological core of ‗Русский Мир‘?
Here the aim is to provide the reader with a coherent list of objects (beliefs, norms and
values) that constitute given ideology. These will be analysed in terms of their emergence and
historical background, ultimately aiming to typologize the ideology itself whilst identifying
unique and exceptional features. Essentially, this section will constitute the analysis of RW as
an independent variable.
● RQ2 - To what extent can the first expectation (e1) be confirmed?
Can RW be considered a significant factor for the radicalization of Russian society? If so,
what are the empirical manifestations of said radicalization? Are there any intervening
variables to be accounted for? These and other specific questions will be raised in order to
evaluate radicalization as a product of RW. Ultimately, this research question is concerned
with radicalization as a dependent variable.
● RQ3 - What causal mechanism may be presented to illustrate the relationship between
RW, radicalization and the practice of hybrid warfare (e2)?
Finally, the third research question is based on the necessity to examine the issue as a whole,
or in other words, to account for the complexity of respective environments, case-specific
knowledge and context. In this regard, the research is interested in analysing ‗Русский Мир‘
as an ideology intrinsically linked to the practice of hybrid warfare; which as a concept
presumes heavy reliance on information and control of the narrative (ideational elements),
but most importantly, serves as an actualizing component of RW as an ideology. Here the
aim is to critically assess the possible presence of a causal mechanism, linking the concepts
of ideology, radicalization and hybrid warfare.

9

Methodology and Research Design

In order to answer the questions above, this investigation will ultimately be qualitative
in nature, while case study, will be the chosen type of research approach. There has been an
evident pursuit among some academics to provide their own definitions of case study, but as
noted by Gerring1, their efforts have only established more confusion then clarity. Flyvbjerg2
follows this reasoning arguing that long and meticulous definitions have only complicated the
situation, while the aim should be - to leave the definition of case study open and broad. At
the same time, it is impossible to proceed without a definition, and while adhering to Gerring
and Flyvbjerg, this research will employ the definition provided by Simons3, as the one
derived by a critical review of commonalities between a large set of available definitions:
―Case study is an in-depth exploration from multiple perspectives of the complexity and
uniqueness of a particular project, policy, institution, program or system in a „real life‟” (p.
21).
Yin4 has produced one of the most referenced works on case study as a research
approach. He outlined three major categories of case studies: descriptive, exploratory and
explanatory. There is no need to stop at each of them individually, but as for the purposes of
this investigation, the chosen mode will be explanatory for the most part, and as the
investigation unfolds, it will also have interpretive elements. Since the essence of our
research question is an attempt to explain how a certain ideological system may insight
radicalization, this case study will employ theory-building process-tracing to identify a
possible causal mechanism that exists between the two entities. In this respect, RW as an
ideological system will assume the role of X (or a collection of Xs), while the radicalization
(Y) will be considered as an outcome of X. It is evident by the preliminary research that
radicalization is highly likely a consequence of RW (X)s influence, however the causal
mechanism between the two remains uncovered and therefore requires a X-Y-centric theorybuilding.

1

Gerring, John, "What Is A Case Study And What Is It Good For?", American Political Science Review, 98 (2004), 341-354
<https://doi.org/10.1017/s0003055404001182>
2
Flyvbjerg, Bent, ―Case Study‖, In: N. K. Denzin and Y. S. Lincoln (eds.) The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research, 4
(2011), 301–316.
3
Simons, Helen ―Case study research in practice.‖ London: SAGE Publications, (2009)
<https://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781446268322>
4
Yin, K. Robert, ―Case study research: design and methods (4th ed.)‖ Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, (2009).
<https://bit.ly/2CeHRpp>
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Unlike theory-testing, theory-building process-tracing assumes that theory comes
before facts (empirical manifestations). Here however, a clear delimitation should be made
stating that this investigation does not presume the creation of an entirely new theory when
theory-building is mentioned, but rather utilizes existing theories aiming to insight into a very
case-specific phenomenon. Consequently, theoretical conceptualization prior to empirical
analysis is central to theory-building process-tracing, primarily with regard to the nature of X
and Y. The theories employed in this research are all compatible with each other and are
inherently interlinked with contemporary security studies discourse. Their aim is to imbed the
beginning parts of the investigation in structured and theoretically driven conceptualization of
RW as X(s), and the radicalization impact as Y. After the theoretical background will be
covered together with all the necessary conceptualizing, which will attempt at not only
presenting the overall nature of X, but deconstructing X into smaller units suitable for further
analysis. These ‗units‘ (xn) will represent specific RW claims and tenets, and are going to be
categorized in accordance to their origin and focus. Finally, before addressing the actual
mechanism employed, the research will concentrate on presenting the possible
observable/empirical manifestations of xn, and in this way, generate a systemic picture of X
suitable to further analyse in terms of its influence on Y.
At this point, with the above parts concluded, the investigation will delve deeper into
the nature of causal mechanism between X and Y. Such causal relationship will be
approached at a deterministic angle. What this generally means for qualitative research, is
that ―what we are examining is not whether a given X tends to covary with Y in a population
but whether X is either necessary and/or sufficient cause of Y in an individual case‖ (p. 145)5.
The reason for opting to deterministic ontology is based in several aspects including the
process-tracing itself, the RW as a singular case-study (small n vs large n research
dichotomy), and the basic assumption that if the mechanism is considered seriously, it
implies that evidence from individual process-tracing studies cannot be compared with that
gathered in other studies given that the evidence is case-specific6. The causal mechanism
between X and Y will then be presented based on initial theoretical conceptualization; that is
- a relationship system will be designed, representing an ideational mechanism, as such

5

Collier, David, Henry E. Brady, and Jason Seawright ―Critiques, Responses, and
Trade-Offs: Drawing Together the Debate‖ In: Henry E. Brady and David Collier ―Rethinking Social Inquiry: Diverse Tools,
Shared Standards‖, 2 (2010a), 135–160. <https://bit.ly/331RXIA>
6
Mahoney, James. ―Toward a Unified Theory of Causality.‖ Comparative Political Studies 41(4–5) (2008), 412–36.
<https://doi.org/10.1177/0010414007313115>
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stating that Y is a product of how actors interpret their world through ‗ideational elements‘ 7.
These ‗ideational elements‘ are what this investigation refers to as claims and tenets (xn); and
by ideational mechanism, the investigation assumes a primary focus not in how structures or
institutions constrain certain behaviour but instead on how ideas matter in ways that cannot
be reduced to the objective position of an actor.
All of the above speaks indirectly on the general method of analysis, here however,
we ought to discuss the means of data collection and systematization. As it was mentioned,
the research design considers X to be a collection of smaller units (xn). These smaller units
have to be chosen carefully for the process-tracing to be valid at later stages. For this reason,
each xn will be analyzed in terms of its manifestations, the presence of which would confirm
given xn as being evidential, or on the contrary whether the manifestation does not exist,
given xn would be regarded as only observational. The difference between observational and
evidential is important for later stages of process-tracing where hypothitization will take
place, since observational xn would hold little to no support of presented the mechanism (e2),
while evidential xn, would on the contrary support the narrative overall and the presence of
mechanism (e2) in particular. The following is a simple illustration on said process, where m
stands

for

manifestations,

and

k

stands

for

knowledge

(context):

In other words, the explanatory strength of given xn will be determined by the
following logic, where e is evidence:
xn + (mn + kn) = e

7

Parsons, Craig. ―How to Map Arguments in Political Science.‖ Oxford: Oxford University Press. (2007).
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Here, if mn = 1 (meaning that the manifestation exists), and kn = 1 (meaning that it is also
supported by the existing knowledge/context), then e should be >1, since xn should hold a
neutral value of 0. In turn, if:
● e = 2, then given xn should be regarded as having necessary explanatory power;
● e = 1, then given xn should be regarded as having insufficient explanatory power,
missing either a clear manifestation or being in dissonance with the
knowledge/context;
● e = 0, then given xn should be regarded as having no explanatory value, remain only
observational, and therefore, should not be utilized heavily during the later stages of
process-tracing.
As for data collection itself, a range of primary and secondary sources will be used to
derive the xn, such as speeches, government documentation, personal journals, international
treaties, as well as polls, opinion queries, academic journals and reports. The choice of these
will be based on their respective relevance to the case, which in turn, will be judged
independently according to i) the number references in other respective sources (i.e.
recognized fact, argument or critique inside a rather narrow scope of analytic literature on the
case), ii) the quality of the provided argument (considering its overall coherence, possible
implications and employed biases), iii) the relation to empirically observed manifestations (as
either prerequisite or postproduct of such), and iv) - in accordance with the principle of
validity based on accuracy, that is, compatibility with existing contextual knowledge.
Similarly, this research will not aim to limit itself to only qualitative data, albeit being the
primary focus, and will utilize some quantitative metrics to evaluate population. Here, the
primary focus will be using these metrics as empirical manifestations of radicalization (Y) by
an individual tenet (xn) in later sections of research where X - Y mechanism will be
presented. In this respect, narrative and non-textual information will be used to add meaning
to numeric data, and vice versa, numeric data will reinforce and add precision to narrative
information. The process of acquiring data and its consequent systematization, its quality and
the degree of relevance - will ultimately determine to what extent said hypothesising and
theory-building will be falsifiable, or on the contrary, having some predictive potential.
On the same note, timewise, it is important to recognize and define a period on which
this investigation will be focused. Here, however, there are a few considerations to be made.
Firstly, even a surface analysis of RW would reveal its vagueness, complexity and relatively
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long history, all of which requires attention and needs to be discussed outside of any
predefined time frames. Secondly, when dedicating a time frame, a certain culminating
instance or event is commonly chosen vis-a-vis other point in time, but for our case, there are
a number of such instances that could either: make the investigative period too short; or
otherwise, too long and therefore sacrifice the overall coherence. Taking all of this into
account and as suggested by preliminary research, the 2004 Munich speech by Vladimir Putin
will be dedicated as a milestone from which the development of RW will be analysed more
vigorously, foremost, in respect to its radicalization potential.
With this in mind, the overall aim still remains to further conceptualize what was
initially identified and propose a causal mechanism of the relationships among key concepts
and their empirical manifestations. In other words, following the collection and
systematization of data, certain theorising will take place, in which the objective would be to
evaluate the relationships between RW and its tenets, their radicalization potential and the
practice of hybrid warfare. Here, the process for identifying whether a particular part of the
teorised mechanism exists, will be determined likewise - by analyzing the presence of
corresponding

manifestations,

their

quality

and

adherence

to

the

case-specific

knowledge/context. In this respect hybrid warfare (one of the components in the mechanism
to be presented), as it will be explained, should not be considered a ‗third wheel‘ to the
employment of ideology and radicalization theories, but rather seen as an actualizing
component of ideology itself. The goal here, as already mentioned, is not only to familiarize
the reader with basic setting and context, but also provide with a well-grounder picture of the
phenomenon and develop plausible tentative expectations on the case based on gathered
evidence and observations.
Before summarizing, it is commonly criticized8 that case study as a method can not
produce sustainable generalizations since its focus is normally singular, making it impotent in
contributing to scientific development. Moreover, it is claimed that a case study propagates
verification bias; that is, an inclination to confirm the researcher‘s preconceived notions.
Finally, some authors also dictate that theoretical (context-independent) knowledge is simply
more valuable than concrete, practical (context-dependent) knowledge, which is typically
associated with a case study.9 All of these critiques will be examined on a deeper level,

8
9

Flyvbjerg, Bent, ―Five misunderstandings about case-study research.‖ Qualitative Inquiry, 12(2) (2006), 219–245.
Ibid.
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however as discussed in the works of Flyvbjerg10 and Starman11, these are more of a
misunderstanding of the research method then valid critiques. Similarly, if process-tracing is
considered, there are certain academic opinions for it being a problematic methodology. The
range of critique spans from declaring it ‗a laudable ambition, but not a methodology‘ 12, to
simply inferring the method‘s ambiguous and likely ungeneralizable nature. Nevertheless,
considering the research questions employed, this investigation understands process-tracing
as a suitable methodological approach for the case-study, especially if the context of our case
and the nature of research questions are properly accounted.
To summarize, the following investigation will be a predominantly qualitative case
study on Russian World as ‗the case‘ (X); foremost explanatory in its nature, and
concentrating on deriving a theorised relationship mechanism between Russian World and
radicalization (Y). To unveil the mechanism, theory-building process-tracing will be
employed. For it to be successful (confirming the relationship mechanism or disproving it),
the research will first concentrate on conceptualizing the possible outline of the mechanism
through addressing related theories and context, and then focus on X as the collection of
smaller units (xn, as previously described). These will be categorized and ranked according to
their explanatory power, and once X is fully constructed, the research will proceed with
evaluating the proposed mechanism between X and Y. The process-tracing here would
likewise assume that verification techniques will be needed to justify specific elements of the
mechanism, and as in the case xn, their verification will require both the presence of
empirical manifestations and adherence to case-specific knowledge/context. There will be no
clear timeframe, however, certain distinction will be applied between the ‗origins‘ of RW and
its modern forms as they started to transpire after the 2004 Munich speech. The objective is
to not only enrich the readers with understanding of Russian World, but with that, contribute
to the existing discourses on the nature of ideology, state-driven radicalization and the
practice of hybrid warfare. It is anticipated that the findings of this case study will likely be
difficult to apply in different contexts; and still, the case is important in itself and deserves
the investigation. Similarly, albeit the main focus remains with the questions on radicalization
(X-Y-centric), if the evaluation process uncovers deeper consequences of certain insights, the
overall research will not hesitate to divert its attention in order to further pursue these
10

Ibid.
Starman, A. Biba, ―The case study as a type of qualitative research.‖ Journal of Contemporary Educational Studies, 1,
(2013), 28–43.
12
Hay, Colin, ―Process tracing: a laudable aim or a high-tariff methodology?‖ New Political Economy, 21(5), (2016), 500504. <https://doi.org/10.1080/13563467.2016.1201806>
11
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actualities. An example of this suggested by preliminary research would be the context
surrounding evident transformation in the attitudes of Russian general populace towards
specific issues, primarily - the constitutes of Russian social contract. Such transformation lies
outside the main narrative of taking ideology, radicalization and hybrid warfare as
components of the same mechanism, and at the same time, the plausible consequences of this
transformation may not only be detrimental to said mechanism, but even surpass it in the
scale of importance considering the phenomenon overall.

Concepts and Theories
Ideology
The origins of the term ‗Ideology‘ are attributed to the works of Antoine Destutt de
Tracy, a french philosopher who conceived of the term as a ―science of ideas‖ in 1796.13
Since then, however, the term itself underwent a series of developments influenced by a
number of theorists, politicians and philosophers. Marx drew heavy attention on class, saying
that: ―the class which has the means of material production at its disposal has control at the
same time over the means of mental production‖(i.e. Ideology).14 Louis Althusser developed
the idea further, introducing Repressive and Ideological State Apparatuses (RSA and ISA), as
entities that ultimately serve to dominate the working class. The apparatuses themselves are
represented by concrete rituals and practices, governmental and social constructions or
institutions; and at the same time, what differentiates the apparatuses between Repressive and
Ideological - is the extent and/or measure to which such apparatus institutes a certain
ideology on the working class.15 Althusser presented two major interpretations of ideology
while reflecting on the RSA and ISA. First he stated that: "Ideology represents the imaginary
relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence"16, complimenting the marxist
tradition of claiming that ideology is instrumental to masking the exploitative arrangements
on which class societies are based. Second, he also declared that ―Ideology has a material
existence‖17, essentially claiming that ideology does not exist simply in the form of ‗ideas‘ or
13

Hart, M, David, "Life and Works of Antoine Louis Claude, Comte Destutt de Tracy." Library of Economics and Liberty,
(2002). <https://bit.ly/2K2CAbC>
14
Marx, Karl "The Civil War in France", The Marx-Engels Reader 2nd ed. W.W. Norton & Company (New York, 1978).
15
RSA would tolerate violence more than ISA, while ISA would rather be horizontal in structure than RSA.
16
Althusser, Louis "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses". Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays, (Monthly
Review Press, 1971), 121–176.
17
Ibid.
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conscious ‗representations‘ inside the ‗minds‘ of individuals, but rather as a collection of
actions and behaviour of individuals governed by their disposition within material apparatus.
Karl Mannheim18 was dissatisfied with the Marxist conception of ideology as ‗total
but special‘, and instead, advocated for the broadening of the notion towards ‗general‘ and
‗total‘ conception, which would not fail to incorporate and acknowledge all other ideologies
(not only Marxism) as a product of social life. Mannheim brought the sociology of
knowledge as a study of the relationship between an individual‘s thought and the social
context in which such thought appears, as well as the effect such ‗thoughts‘ and/or prevailing
ideas might have on societies. He spoke of ideological elements (as the impact of social
realities on consciousness, ideas, and thought) being present in every subjective thinking,
including a certain bias of sociologists, philosophers or political scientists as they attempted
to use their knowledge from respective disciplines to further evaluate on ideology. At the
same time, Mannheim argued that a general perspective on ideology is possible, taken that
the extent of critical reflection is sufficient and the abovementioned ideological elements are
objectively weighted. While Marx's concept of ideology was narrow and lacked self-critical
elements, Hannheim argued, his concept was broader and had a self-critical function.
Others, like Willard Mullins19, outlined that ideology must be contrasted with notions
of ‗utopia‘ and ‗historical myth‘ (as related but differing concepts), and be composed of four
basic characteristics, namely i) it must have the power over cognition; ii) the extent of this
power must be capable of driving one‘s evaluations; iii) it must provide guidance towards
action; and iv) it must have some logical coherence. At the same time, it is important for the
understanding of the concept, to mention that while Hannheim was critical of Marx, Mullins
was critical of Hannheim20. Mullins believed Mannheim held a paradoxical position, which
simultaneously claimed that all ideologies are false, yet all systems of social, political or
philosophical thought are ideologies, making his own sociological perspectives as false.
Mullins argued that while escaping the trap of his relativistic position, Hannheim insisted that
historical perspectives on ideology must be viewed as a part of dynamic world, considering
that historical thought is determined by economic and political interests of a particular group,
he also claimed that the reality is still distinct form what language describes it to be. Mullins
18

Mannheim, Karl, Louis Wirth, and Edward Shils, ―Ideology And Utopia” (San Diego, Calif.: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1985)
19
Willard A. Mullins ―On the Concept of Ideology in Political Science‖, American Political Science Review, 66, (1972),
498-510.
20
Willard A. Mullins, ―Truth and Ideology: Reflections on Mannheim's Paradox‖
History and Theory, 18(2), (1979), 141-154.
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rejected the idea of language as an essential component of reality, in this way, attempting to
free the notion of ideology from questions of objective validity and make it available for
rational inquiry.
The debate on the nature of ideology is also present across the works of other
theorists, whether from the field of philosophy, political or social sciences. In essence,
ideology stands for a system of beliefs and values that are not necessarily factual-based, and
that are capable of influencing our interpretations of the world (even at an unconscious level),
and therefore, guide our actions. For instance, the definitions of ideology provided by
Manfred Steger and Paul James emphasise the importance of ideology in ‗patterning‘ and
satisfying the contingent claim to truth: ―Ideologies are patterned clusters of normatively
imbued ideas and concepts, including particular representations of power relations. These
conceptual maps help people navigate the complexity of their political universe and carry
claims to social truth.”21. While speaking on the ‗unconscious‘ factor, the psychological
research22 also identified certain tendency for ideologies to reflect innate and/or instinct
motivational processes, contrary to the opinion that political convictions (i.e. certain political
ideology) reflects independent or unbiased thinking. Same authors23 proposed that ideologies
may function as pre-packaged units of interpretation that disseminate because of the nature of
humans as curious beings, aiming to understand the world and give it meaning, avoid
existential and other threats, and engage in interpersonal connections and relationships based
on shared understanding.
For the purposes of this investigation, the understanding of ideology will be applied as
a complex map of meanings, that are not only a result of rational thinking, but also
unconscious factors and drivers; and depending on the ideology‘s penetration and/or quality
of its indoctrination, may lead an individual to certain actions and behaviours, even at the
cost of his/her personal well-being.

21

James, Paul and Steger, Manfred. ―Globalization and Culture‖, Ideologies of Globalism. (London: Sage Publications,
2010), 4th Vol.
22
Jost, John T., Alison Ledgerwood, and Curtis D. Hardin, "Shared Reality, System Justification, And The Relational Basis
Of Ideological Beliefs", Social And Personality Psychology Compass, 2 (2008), 171-186 <https://doi.org/10.1111/j.17519004.2007.00056.x>
23
Ibid.
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Radicalization and violent mobilization

The term radicalization took its prominence among respective epistemic communities
following the terrorist attacks in Madrid (2004) and London (2005). These events led the
policy-makers to employ the term ‗violent radicalization‘, which in turn, spread into
academic communities and produced a multitude of literature on the topic.24 In essence,
radicalization can be described by a process in which an individual adopts certain political,
religious or ideological set of ideals/beliefs that contradicts the one accepted as the status
quo. Radicalization may have various origins and does not have to be violent, and yet, the
majority of literature on the matter is still focused on those radicalization instances that led to
an individual become accepting of violence, or using violence to promote their ideas/beliefs.
This line of investigation dominates the discourse and is commonly interested in how
radicalization translates into violent religious/political extremism.25
There are a number of ‗pathways‘ that may lead an individual through a process of
radicalization, which while themselves might be originating from independent precedents, are
also mutually reinforcing. Academic discourse differentiates between radicalization on
certain levels, starting from individual-level factors, to group-level factors and ‗mass
radicalization‟26.
Individual-level factors are represented by matters of personal grievance, the so-called
‗slippery slope‘27 scenario, material needs, and in the opportunity of certain social lift. To put
it simply, this lense considers the individual at the front of any radicalization process. The
unique combination of personal factors is argued to have a substantial explanatory power,
particularly when the notion of a ‗turning point‘ is discussed. Such ‗turning point‘, is an
instance which culminates an individual‘s radicalization, reasoning him/her to fully adopt a
certain system of values. Beyond this point, the individual will likely become a vocal
proponent of extreme ideas, differentiating and further alienating him/her-self from
normative or mainstream political and ideological systems. Taking this into account, despite
24

Schmid, Alex, "Radicalisation, De-Radicalisation, Counter-Radicalisation: A Conceptual Discussion And Literature
Review", Terrorism And Counter-Terrorism Studies, 2013 <https://doi.org/10.19165/2013.1.02>
25
Borum, Randy, "Radicalization Into Violent Extremism I: A Review Of Social Science Theories", Journal Of Strategic
Security, 4 (2011), 7-36 <https://doi.org/10.5038/1944-0472.4.4.1>
26
For mass radicalization see: Royzman, E.E., McCauley, C., Rozin, P. From Plato to Putnam, ―Four ways of thinking
about hate‖ In: R.J. Sternberg (ed.) ―The Psychology of Hate‖, (2005), 3–35.
27
Post, Jerrold M., "Notes On A Psychodynamic Theory Of Terrorist Behavior", Terrorism, 7 (1984), 241-256
<https://doi.org/10.1080/10576108408435577>
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being effective in answering questions on radicalization process of a specific individual, this
approach is insufficient in providing general observations, leading many experts in the area to
focus on group- and mass-level factors that substitute radicalization.
These would examine extremist group as a whole, looking into the internal dynamics
between rival groups on the same ideological field, the levels of ‗isolation‘ that a certain
group may have (by means of cultural or language barriers) from normative ‗host‘ society,
and the matters of radicalization as they can be seen at larger scale considering these groups‘
communication between each other and towards the public. Bordering with mass
radicalization, the group-level analysis is efficient in providing answers with regards to
general group dynamics, the ideological fluctuations and resulting deviations in membership
of specific groups present in the same ideological field, as well as broader predictive power,
concentrating on the question of what to expect from an extremist movement under
investigation.
Consequently, the so-called mass radicalization refers to all-encompassing ideas and
feelings like hatred and martyrdom, which are considered at a macro level, with certain
influences from psychology and philosophy. For instance when hatred is considered, the
areas of interest would normally include the investigation of certain group‘s dualism of ‗us‘
vs ‗them‘, the discussion with regards to how this certain group achieves marginalization of
the ‗enemy‘, what actions, practices or rhetoric constitute their image of ‗good‘ and ‗bad‘
behaviour and so on. Along the same line of reasoning, martyrdom refers to analysing the
radicalization potential as it can be evident from the idea of sacrificial service, where an
individual is driven to a cause by means of seeing it as a necessary and prestigious
undertaking, comparable or even equivalent to the deeds of certain historical or even religious
figures, which in turn contributes to the process of radicalization by legitimizing and
approving of certain extreme actions.
An example of mass-radicalization material is traditionally attributed to the work of
Mao Zedong and his writings on insurgency and asymmetrical warfare. A term associated
with Mao, among other thinkers, Jiu Jitsu politics ("the logic of political violence") could be
used as an example to represent an ideological system with practical recommendations that is
specifically targeted at abusing certain regime‘s power and institutional structures against
itself, exploiting vulnerabilities of the status quo and delegitimizing the incumbent powers
while on the contrary, making the movement gain recognition and shift societal discourse in
its favour. In modern interpretations, similar line of logic with regards to protracted struggle
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against certain status quo is seen to be employed by the Islamic State, which attracted the
majority of academic attention for the past several years.
At this point, before proceeding to discuss the third necessary component of our
research question, it is important to mention that despite differences in levels of analysis, the
broader academic consensus is reached by arguing that a process of radicalization should be
viewed as a combination of both, individual- and group- or mass-level factors that are often
mutually reinforcing each other, and in this way, a combined analysis is always required to
understand the complete picture. In addition to that, the contemporary debate on
radicalization is ever more dominated by the notions of counterterrorism and
counterinsurgency. These fields ask questions on how to resolve certain radicalization
processes, preventing them from reaching a critical stage or mediating consequences in case
such radicalization already surpassed the ‗turning point‘. In essence the research community
can roughly be split into those asking ―why?‖ and ―how?‖ radicalization took place, while the
others are more concerned with ―what can we do about it?‖ type of questions. We need to
know ―why‖ and ―how‖ in order to build sustainable counter-insurgency and/or -terrorism
policy, but the policy itself, seems to be more important, hence why the academic theatre of
radicalization is noticeably dominated by issue-specific writers speculating on ―what can we
do about it‖ types of discourse.

Hybrid Warfare

The final theoretical component needed to answer our research questions is, arguably,
a new arrival in the more general field of War Studies. The proponents of Hybrid Warfare
(hereafter - HW) are essentially concerned with the changing nature of war, investigating the
areas where the contemporary conduct of war may fall short of traditional explanations by
Sun Tzu or Clausewitz, and analysing new fields of interaction (with a focus on cyber and
information domains) as legitimate battlegrounds. More attention is normally given to the
nature of actors involved, not only their conventional military capabilities, but also their
identity and ideology, as well as the ability to utilize both, conventional and unconventional
means in simultaneous effort. Normally, while trying to investigate the changes in the
conduct of war, the proponents of HW would inevitably address the notions of Globalization,
the nature and qualities of modern international regime and its institutions, as well as the
influences brought by technological processes, particularly in relation to mass
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communications, social media and other digital innovations. As such, before anything else, it
is important to understand what exactly brings those academics to employ a rather
controversial new vocabulary in to a comparatively conservative academic field.
Christopher Coker provides an interesting account28, he derives the handling of war as
a result based on a public‘s perception of the world influenced by scientific discovery. Hence,
the first major influence on the conduct of war, according to Coker was invention of clocks
and the precise measurement of time. This time period was consequently dominated by what
he calls ‗clockwork armies‘, as orderly and precise, ―rigid formation of men and weapons
incapable of exerting any individual initiative on the battlefield.‖29 The force, a scientific
value derived by Newton in his evaluation of the universe as a mechanism or clockwork,
respectively also applied to the military doctrines at the time. Therefore, while an army was
seen as an organized and homogenous unit, the tactics and strategy for it has been perceived
in terms of force. The second technological advancement that changed the attitudes towards
war was the invention of the steam engine. Coker writes: ―Steam engines became society‟s
prime mover and inspired the new science of thermodynamics. Thermodynamic descriptions
supplanted Newton‟s central concept of force with a new feature - energy.‖30 However, in
thermodynamics the energy is a subject to entropy and therefore the same rules of entropy
would apply to a military campaign, hence Blitzkrieg eventually crumbled, particularly in the
Eastern Front (1941-1944). Taking into account the later discovery of atoms, atomic energy
and finally the atomic bomb as the purest and largest release of energy ever seen before. At
this point, Coker argues Bernard Brodie was right to say: ―the purpose of war became its own
negation.‖31
While addressing conflicts since the creation of nuclear power, Coker writes: ―Now,
like the clock and the steam engine before it, the computer has given science a powerful
metaphor for ordering the world.‖32 Most modern armies are now reliant on information and
their capability to process it. The structure of military organization is no longer seen as a
collective of assembled parts, but rather as an integrated system with highly responsive and
initiative individual units. Cybernetics as inspired by the creation of computer technology,
has substituted thermodynamics, provided it with a respective understanding of the world as a
whole, and conduct of war specifically. Summarizing this development, Coker says: ―Our
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former belief in the survival of the fittest has been replaced by a belief in the survival of the
best informed.‖33 In other words, war as energy has evolved to war as information. There are
a few major aspects in the change of conduct of war that Coker has further identified. During
industrialization, the war was yet again a machine, where direct fight was ―no longer „a pure
trial of wills‟, a test of character, a duel between warriors but a matter of impersonal
calculation.‖34 Nuclear weapons once created have made direct confrontation and the idea of
war as energy completely destructive and obsolete. Since, contemporary military doctrines,
due to ever increasing sophistication of weapons in their accuracy or efficiency, have once
again turned to soldiers as individuals - whose life unlike before now has a value. Coker
argues: ―Instrumentally, war is now fought on a human scale with a deliberate attempt to
limit destructiveness to society, to the state, to the environment, to the human habitat‖35.
Unlike Cocker, who associated advance in theory and conduct of war directly
deriving from scientific discovery, Colonel Pat Phelan refers to specific weaponry (eg.
muskets, artillery or tanks) being responsible for the evolution of war. On the other hand, he
generally shares Coker‟s perception on specific stages of such evolution, as well as the
argument that new generation of war has already arrived. He uses ―Fourth Generation
Warfare‖ (4GW) theory as an inclusive and robust ground to identify the major changes.
When summarized, 4GW features dissolution of the concept of battlefield and its
transformation from tangible territorial area, closer to the idea of battlefield as being the
society itself. Consequently, he argues: ―the distinction between war and peace will largely
disappear, as will that between „military‟ and „civilian‟, and the definition of battlefields and
fronts will lose relevance.‖36
Lind et al. (1989)37 outline three major aspects of 4GW. Firstly, the transnational base
that gives combatants collective identity. For example, it may be religious or ideological.
Whilst not being physically gathered in a military formation, there are dispersed groups of
people all around the world that can be mobilized by a call with a specific message. This has
only become possible with modern-day communication technologies. Secondly, attacks on
culture and values. Arguably, the scope of actions and actors that can contribute to the attack,
as well as the attack itself are quite ranging: from deliberate disinformation to terror, acts of
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sacrifice and use of criminal networks. Finally, is the extensive use of highly sophisticated
psychological warfare, specifically linked to manipulation of media. Lind et al.38 argue that
apart from abusing media itself in order to conduct an attack, the present overflow of
information guarantees coverage and therefore immediates the spread of any message,
regardless of an ability to control it.
Frank G. Hoffman has also produced several comprehensive works surrounding the
topic. Unlike previously mentioned security analysts, he prefers the term Hybrid Warfare
(HW) instead of 4GW. Hoffman stresses that HW is essentially a range of tactics and
strategies that ―...seek synergies from simultaneous application of multiple modes of war.‖39
Therefore, successful exercise of HW targets both, physical and psychological dimensions of
conflict. With regards to conventional military forces, Hoffman outlines a difference between
such and ‗hybrid forces‘; the latter being decentralized and able to use highly technological
tools beyond their original employment parameters. Finally, he advocates for not
underestimating the need of all modern conventional militaries to adapt with realities of HW:
―It would be reckless for our planning to focus on conventional threats or protracted
counterinsurgency. Doing so ignores the far more likely potential for combinations
represented by the hybrid threat.‖40
In addition to already presented authors, another theorist deserves to be mentioned for
her contributions to the matter, particularly since they reflect on the issue of identity, an
important component of this investigation. The persona is Mary Kaldor, whose works are
commonly associated with conceptualizing ‗new‘ and ‗old‘ wars41, as an analysis on the
major transition in theory and conduct of war with the type of the involved actors, projected
aims of war, compositions of armies, military doctrines and techniques, and finally the
condition of war economy. She argues that the war ultimately transformed from being
managed by absolutist states and national interests (e. g. dynastic or territorial disputes), to
being managed by collectives, blocs or alliances of nation states, whose objectives in war are
determined by mutually shared ideological tenets. In a similar manner, the armies‘
composition changed both in numbers and quality due to the arrival of conscription, but most
importantly, the creation of standing, permanent armies, the development of international and
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domestic codes for the conduct of war. Economically, the arrival of big standing armies
presumed changes in taxation and borrowing systems, which in turn, produced ever
increasing bureaucracy and eventually resulted in the need to manage entire militaryindustrial complexes in the realities of globalised economy.
Correspondingly, the latter part of Kaldor‘s work addresses Globalization as an allencompassing trend affecting the matters under investigation. As such, in addition to global
markets and the arrival of multinational blocs and alliances, Kaldor dedicates special
attention to the increased role of identity politics, she argues, underpin the majority of
contemporary conflicts. While developing this line of thought, she presents us with a
particularism/cosmopolitanism dichotomy, conclusively placing differing collective identities
more accountable for the outbreak of modern conflict then traditional explanations with
regards to national interests or actions of government. In other words, Kaldor identifies a shift
in politics, among other categories, that is more about the relationship between competing
systems of legitimacy, than simply about the evolution of warfare in terms of technology,
tactics or the scale of available means.
As such, Kaldor does not dispute the need to acknowledge the changing nature of war,
but her focus and reasoning are rooted in basis different to such of Coker or Hoffman. This is
not an uncommon situation in contemporary debate since experts from various fields attempt
to provide a certain lense to the evident evolution of conduct of war. As a result of such
diversity of terms and definitions (HW, 4GW or ‗New Wars‘), they may often be seen used
interchangeably or as describing the same phenomena; naturally leading to confusion and
criticism, for example claiming that in essence, the concepts are neither new nor unusual, and
that the ambiguity of presented terminology does not help to provide it with clarity or
substance42, while the criteria for categorising ‗new‘ wars are highly arbitrary and difficult to
reconcile with traditional conflict theory.43 In a similar manner, while reflecting on the
changing nature of actors in war, John Mauller, claimed that war is becoming obsolete and
what remains is opportunistic and mercantile ‗clash of thugs‘, who only seems to substitute
for an independent actor abusing political, ideological or ethnic rhetoric as they try to justify
their actions. This line of argument has a strong position since various situations in regards to
criminal gangs and drug cartels possess similar logic with relation to that of HW.
Consequently, being defined as a criminal threat, the response to these challenges lies in
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domestic, political and specifically policing measures, and not military, in the understanding
of application of conventional forces. In other words, it is the police who have to be
strengthened and not the military.44
Despite these and a plenitude of other possible critiques of Hybrid Warfare (and other
respective definitions), this thesis will aim at taking the middle ground, where the tenets of
HW are considered carefully, but not disregarded in favour of traditionalist explanations. It
would be unreasonable not to adhere to the critique that HW is not by itself a new unique
phenomenon and can arguably be traced through history. This however, does not mean that
the world itself is not the same as it used to be, what reflects in the change of practices
substituting the conduct of HW. The concept is broad and fairly ambiguous, and yet it is also
quite inclusive and does a relatively good job in distinguishing between the past and the
present. There is still a sizeable amount conceptualization to be done, however the concept, to
some extent, already provides with an understanding of the nature of contemporary conflicts,
or at least, with the understanding on the underlying causes that may have predicted the
evolution of war. After all, we have to appreciate the new circumstances and embrace the fact
that the wars of yesterday, today and tomorrow are never going to be exactly the same,
because as we progress and advance, so does war.

Initial Process-Tracing Conceptualization

Before proceeding to the core analysis of RW (X), the concepts and theories just
presented will serve for the initial stages of conceptualizing the possible causal mechanism
employed. Since the primary focus is X→Y, where X is RW and Y is radicalization, , it is
necessary to discuss the relationship between such, and the practice of hybrid warfare (HW).
The first expected occurrence is that the two notions (RW and HW) are rarely investigated
together; and if they are, the topics of such literature unavoidably refer to contemporary
Russia and its foreign political action, particularly since the annexation of Crimean
Peninsula.45 The bottom-line of the argument is that Russia does indeed have a certain
ideological basis, which in turn invokes hybrid warfare as a legitimation element of the
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ideology itself. It would not be far stretched to argue that the two, ideology and the practice
of hybrid warfare, are heavily interconnected and would not be actualized without one
another. This is not a universal statement that applies regardless of context, but on the
opposite, a claim that is dictated by the specifics of contemporary Russian politics.
As such, when conceptualizing the process-tracing at this stage, the main focus
remains on radicalization as a product of RW, while HW is assumed as a necessary
component of RW itself. Based on the radicalization discourse, as well as the theory provided
on process-tracing, the following illustration presents the expected causal mechanism to be
employed:

Diagram 1.
Initial process-tracing conceptualization.
Proces
s₁
Radicalization
instance(s)

X

Proces
s₂
Identity
transition

Radicalization
effects

Y

Radicalization pathway

A

B

Observable
manifestations

Observable
manifestations

C

Theoretical level
Empirical, casespecific level
Observable
manifestations

Observations and/or evidence of the
case (e.g., as empirical narrative)

The radicalization pathway is of the prime importance for the investigation. In order to
present such pathways coherently and in accordance with specific claim or tenet (xn), there
will be three arbitrary, but logical stages of the process: radicalization instance; identity
transition and (post-)radicalization effects. These should be supported by observable
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manifestations, while at the same time, the nature of interactions between components is
represented accordingly, by A, B and C. Where:
● A - is a collection of means and methods of influence ranging from general public
discourse and government policy, to the use of propaganda and other information
strategies. It represents an array of channels through which the RW claim achieves its
radicalization potential;
● B - is a descriptor for an individual‘s identity transition process. The main task of this
component is to evaluate the engagement of an individual within the radicalization
process. As such, for the purposes of our investigation, the notion of ‗identity‘ will
simply represent ideology on the individual level. The point of interest here, is to
analyse changes in the identity (by the means of certain reasoning patterns) as they are
influenced by on-going radicalization. Once the radicalization process starts achieving
its milestones, an individual becomes ever more sympathetic and justifying of claims
made by given ideological system, and in this way, promulgating not only its tenets,
but also the conduct of hybrid warfare;
● and C - is an evaluation of an individual‘s post-radicalized identity and its role within
the conceptualized mechanism.
Step-by-step the theory-building process-tracing should initiate from collecting
evidence (empirical, case-specific narratives), inferring the existence of manifestations, and
finally, the existence of causal mechanism itself. That is, if the X is recognized and presented
as an orderly and systematic entity. In our case, and as it was previously identified in
methodology and research design, the first step prior to the actual process-tracing analysis
will be to present a comprehensive image of X in terms of its ideational composition,
empirical manifestations and the role of corresponding case-specific context. Taking this into
account, the following parts of analysis will deal with deconstructing the ideology of Russian
World down to its key claims and tenets, while appreciating the history of its establishment
and other intricacies of the context. In the end however, it is the above presented
conceptualization of the causal mechanism between key concepts that will be employed again
to provide concrete illustrations of all processes by investigating singular instances/claims,
and their life within the conceptualized mechanism.
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The RW (X)
The context of Russian World as an ideology

The notion of ‗Русский Мир‘ is old, and can arguably be traced as far as the 11th
century, evident from the letter to the Roman Pope Clement, from the Russian Grand Prince
of Kiev Iziaslav Iaroslavich, in which he wrote of ―Kherson and Russian World‖.46 At this
point, and throughout other mentionings of RW until Russia's‘ modern historic period, the
RW was largely conceived as a certain civilizational space; where the populations across vast
geographical areas would be drawn to a single centre by either cultural, economic or political
linkage. In this respect, considering the scope of this investigation, the notion of RW will be
discussed in its modernized form, which itself originated in the 1990s and was arguably a
product of Russian intellectual circles that reflected on the collapse of Soviet Union and were
ultimately trying to provide Russia with a new sense of identity in consideration of challenges
that the new state was facing across a number of socio-political and economic areas.
Russian Institute, as a platform created by Gleb Pavlovsky and other influencers like
Sergey Chernyshev and Petr Shchedrovitsky, represented one of the most successful
collaborations in working on providing answers to the above-mentioned challenges. In 1995,
Pavlovsky, Chernyshev and Shchedrovitsky, among others collaborators, published a volume
titled: ―A Different One: Anthology of the New Russian Self-Awareness‖, where the authors
provided a comprehensive discussion and constituted a significant ideological basis of
contemporary RW.47 The publication was divided into three parts (Russia as an Object,
Subject and an Idea), each of which tackled a number of areas; however, the general tone and
the motivation for not only publicizing the volume, but also as one of the core ideas of
contemporary RW can be exemplified by the notion of uniqueness; as something that defines
RW inherently different from both the ―Western Civilization‖ and ―Eastern Civilization‖. It is
the interpretation of the ―Third Way‖, where RW is argued to fill the ideological vacuum that
spread across post-Soviet space throughout the 1990s.
Since the deeper analysis of respective tenets of RW is yet to follow in the upcoming
sections, at this point, it is important to stress that the nature of the Concept (being inspired
by a number of traumatic socio-economic and political events that left a considerable trace of
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grievances and resentment) is closely linked to the initial period of its creation in the 1990s,
where the main objective was to build/offer a new identity. In this respect, the contemporary
notion of RW was also influenced by the so-called Slavophilism, as well as the general Soviet
nostalgia and certain Eurasianist theories.
In 1997, Shchedrovitsky and Ostrovsky published a short essay titled ―An Eagle
Spreads its Wings: 1111 Signs in 1111 Days Before the New Millennium. Manifesto for a
New Generation,” in which they still addressed the idea of “Russia‟s World‖ (Мир России)
and propagated not only a peaceful re-establishment of Russia‘s identity, but also a historical
reconnection with its past and its people scattered across newly created countries and borders
(diasporas). To the authors, it is not language or ethnicity that determined an individual's
alligenement to such ideology, but the metaphysical ideas of shared destiny more than
anything else.48 Taking this into account, it is important to draw the reader‘s attention to that
in 1997, the authors still referred to ‗Russia‘s World‘ (Мир России) and not ‗Russian World‘
(Русский Мир), since the latter only appeared in the 1999 article titled ―Russia: The Country
that Does Not Exist,‖ composed by the same authors.49 With a lot of references to marketing
techniques, the text represented a narrative that urged Russia to construct a specific
international image of itself; or in other words, make Russia into a recognizable brand by
means of ‗public relations development‘ (развитие общественных связей) and
‗humanitarian technologies‘ (гуманитарные технологии). It is after the 1999 publication
that the RW became a commonly used notion, while itself, was commonly associated with
domestic and international brand for Russia. Finally, in addition to branding and soft power
discourse, the authors expressed their opinion with regard to the role of Russian modern
history, the role of language and communities, as well as the aspirations for the globalized
nature of RW as a project:
Over the course of the twentieth century, following tectonic historical shifts, world
wars and revolutions, a Russian World was created on Earth — a network of small
and large communities, thinking and speaking in Russian. It is not a secret that the
territory of the Russian Federation contains only half of this Russian World. The state
formation created on the territory of the Russian Federation at the turn of the 1990s
did not turn out to be an adequate means for incorporating Russian society into the
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global historical process (….) This process of social degradation (the collapse of the
Soviet Union) has been compensated by the formation, over the course of the
twentieth century, of a sizeable Russian diaspora in the world.50
When interviewed in 2001, Shchedrovitsky summarized the development of RW from
1993 and 1997 as: ‗gradually crystallizing from a proto-concept, an amorphous sentiment, to
a complete concept‘51. He stated that the use of ‗Russian World‘ as a notion came around
during the time when the Foundation for Effective Policy (a think tank established by Gleb
Pavlovsky) was tasked with generating a conceptual strategy for Russia‘s CIS policy in 1998.
While describing the developments brought by articles after 1999, Shchedrovitsky once again
stressed on the necessity to include matters of language, and not only shared destiny; as well
as that RW should be used as an instrument to help Russia integrate (or find its place) in the
process of globalization, saying that: ―Small countries adapt themselves by letting
globalization into them; large ones do so by entering the space of globalization.‖52
Only a few years later, during his speech in 2001, Vladimir Putin, the newly elected
president at the time, named the concept while addressing the first World Congress of
Compatriots Living Abroad (Конгресс Соотечественников), making it the first use of the
concept by a government official of the highest rank. He said: ―The notion of the Russian
World extends far from Russia‟s geographical borders and even far from the borders of the
Russian ethnicity.”53 In order to understand this instance, the idea and symbolism of
‗compatriots‘ as fundamental tenet of RW is due to be discussed. It is argued that the initial
introduction to the term ‗compatriot‘ (соотечественник), in its respective interpretation by
RW proponents, came from the works of Alexander Solzhenitsyn, in particular, his 1994
essay titled ―The Russian Question at the End of the 20th Century‖.54 The author argued that
Russia should seek to reunite with its pre-Soviet past, reinstating the ‗rural world‘ which was
destroyed by modernization programs such as that of Stalin or Khrushchev. According to
Solzhenitsyn, in the course of such violent experimentation, Russia has lost its identity both
territorially and ideologically: it should revise its relationship with South Caucasus and
50
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Central Asia as a product of unhealthy imperialism, instead, concentrating on renewing or
supporting existing privileged links with populations in countries like Ukraine, Belarus and
Kazakhstan. In his work, Solzhenitsyn first mentions the ‗Russian Question‘ after 100 pages,
and by presenting it, ultimately creates a ‗to be, or not to be‘ dilemma towards Russia as a
state, Russians as an ethnic group and Russian destiny in the context of globalizing world. He
stressed that the drivers for the loss of Russian identity were linked to events in the beginning
of 17th century, as well as in years 1917-20; at the same time, he identifies the last
‗catastrophe‘ occurred in 1990s, which he describes as: "the blow of the Dollar, adorned by
the aureole of the jubilant nouveaux riches and thieves, roaring with laughter leveled at the
people."55 This illustrates Solzhenitsyn‘s critical attitude towards evident commercialization
of the world, ever deepening and broadening globalization with increasing prevalence of
materialistic values that lure towards illusionary progress, strife for comfort and arguable
moral decay. In opposition to these trends, Solzhenitsyn promotes a certain revisionist
rhetoric and proposes to return to the Orthodox Church (as a moral compass), and Russian
village brotherhood as an example of social linkage. Solzhenitsyn had a dissident reputation
as a writer with most of his publications having some anti-communist narrative, this however,
can be said in prevalence to his earlier works, since after the collapse of Soviet Union, his
dissatisfaction with the West ultimately made him into a figure adored from both the Russian
political left (including new and rebranded communists under Gennady Zyuganov) and the
Russian political right. To summarize his contribution to the RW as an ideology,
Solzhenitsyn solidified the idea of ‗uniqueness‘ of ‗Russian destiny‘ and stressed on its
transnational nature, that in turn, should strife for reunification under a single state (the idea
of compatriots). On the contrary to Shchedrovitsky and his colleagues who advocated
adoption of marketing practices and creation of a modern brand for Russia, which will not
contradict, but compliment the overall globalization trends; Solzhenitsyn rejected such things
altogether, presenting the current historic goal of Russia to withstand such trends, look
inwards and build from the uniqueness of its own society.
By 2001, when Vladimir Putin gave the above mentioned speech, both the influences
of Shchedrovitsky and his colleagues, as well as Solzhenitsyn‘s ideas on the nature of
‗Russian question‘, reached deep into respective epistemic, governmental and other
communities including the broader Russian society. In this respect, the new president voiced
a number of concerns that were theorised by RW intellectuals. Particularly, since the early
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stages of his presidency, Vladimir Putin spoke of Russia‘s demographic crisis and its
consequences, as a remedy for which, he insisted on delivering governmental effort to ensure
positive migration (foremost amongst compatriots), as well as higher social security and
support systems to be introduced for young families. At this point, the discussion on RW
started to move away from being dominated by independent intellectuals and opinion leaders,
into being dominated by governmental or political figures that were arguably exploiting the
initial concept.

The claims and tenets of Russian World

● What specific claims/tenets constitute the ideological core of ‗Русский Мир‘?
The previous section presented early stages of the idea, which essentially became
Russia‘s major doctrine in its domestic and foreign policy efforts. Here, we can finally
discuss the contemporary composition of given ideology‘s main tenets, beliefs,
interpretations and norms. However, in order to do this in a coherent manner, a few details
have to be acknowledged first. For instance, for the sake of clarity, the said list of tenets will
be organized by two categories, those oriented inwards, reflecting on Russia‘s history and
account of its modern policies, and those oriented outwards, transpired by foreign policy
objectives and attitudes towards key international developments. Secondly, it should be
mentioned straight away that the presented tenets (in similar forms) could be traced to both
Tsarist and Soviet periods of Russia, as two seemingly antagonist historical accounts, are in
fact deeply interlinked in the modern interpretations of Russian World. Finally, not really
falling under the above-mentioned categories, is the nature of several RW ideas that are
foremost metaphysical, somewhat irrational and therefore difficult to reconcile within an
analytical discourse. These will be addressed first, sufficing the investigation with the general
narratives of given ideology.
As such, when asked to reflect on the matters of Russia‘s modern ideology, Daniil
Dondurey, proposed that it is composed by the so-called ‗сверхценности‘ (from russ.
―greater values or values that stand above else‖); the first of which he calls ‗государствоцивилизация‘(―state-civilization‖).56 In his interpretation, this idea represents a super56
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institution (not in the sense of governmental institution, but rather as a metaphysical construct
that reasons Russian statecraft in general) that protects the people, their way of life, traditions
and the state‘s sovereignty, but most importantly, the right of Russia to exist and remain
unique within the globalizing and changing world. The introduction of this concept, however,
belongs to the works of Alexander Panarin, soviet and Russian philosopher and publicist,
who coined the term to analyse the complexity of the international system. He believed the
world was essentially divided between certain supranational entities (‗state-civilizations‘),
which while being composed by different states, with plausibly varying populations in terms
of culture of religion, are still unified under the ‗greater value‘ (whether political or else). In
this respect, Panarin rejects Huntington‘s famous thesis, since there is too much attention
given to cultural and religious borders, which in his opinion, may be entirely unnecessary
given the presence of ‗greater value‘.57 The presence of such value may be indirectly describe
the position of the so-called Eurasionists, as those believing that Russian World is a
civilization that took the best of both, Euro-Atlantic and Eastern values, and combines them
in a successful manner to actually be unique among other civilizations.58 The so-called neoByzantines, perpetuate the same struggle for unique identity, but would prefer to see
Orthodox Christianity and its cultural heritage from Byzantium as the main driver for
civilizational construct, and as a primary reason that makes Russian World a unique entity. 59
Such ‗neo-Byzantines‘, consequently propose Symphonia, as a theological concept
from Orthodox Christianity that insists on church and state existing in harmony,
complementing the functions of each other in mutual respect, and not presuming any
dominance of one over another.60 This symbiosis is well observed in the contemporary
Russian politics, where the Patriarch of Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) allegedly comes
from a Soviet security service background, holds personal links with Russian president and
major governmental figures.61 ROC is a loyalist institution that became ever more prominent
after 2007 (a year when incumbent Patriarch was elected), and served for an important factor
in influencing the development of Russian World as ideology after the Ukrainian Crisis in
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2014. Both the Church and the government (despite the latter being still superior) are
mutually interested in the previously mentioned exceptionalism in the sense of ‗greater idea‘,
since both are instrumental parts of such ‗greater idea‘s composition.
This way, with discussions on metaphysical uniqueness completed, we can now
analyse what RW tenets are traceable in Russian domestic policy and political discourse. To
begin with, throughout its history Russia has been an authoritarian state with brief and
contested periods of democracy which would merely account for a handful of percent from
the total historical record. In its modern time, since the collapse of Soviet Union (an event
that brought significant difficulties to the socio-economic wellbeing of Russian population),
the period of 1990s is cemented in Russian popular culture, as well as political thought, as a
period symbolised by chaos, uncertainty, economic depravity and complete lack of security
due to increasing presence of organized crime. In addition to that, the situation in North
Caucasus created additional tensions, including high terrorism risks and even, as it will
become clear during the 1st and 2nd Chechen wars, a risk of insurgency. Russian general
populace commonly attributes these hardships to the arrival of democracy, lack of cohesive
and coordinated government effort; to all of which, the populace saw a solution by electing
someone young and ambitious, but at the same time schooled under strict Soviet paradigm of
security and national interests. The candidate was found and remains in his position almost
uninterruptedly till today.
Internally, the ideology would call for ‗поднять Россию с колен‘ (from rus. ‗to lift
Russia from its knees‘), as a notion that invokes certain grievances like such present from the
collapse of Soviet Union, it generally means that Russia is ought to restore its former
greatness, both domestically (in terms of socio-economic wellbeing) and internationally (in
terms of Russian influence in the world). In this respect, the social contract established in
Russia soon after Vladimir Putin assumed power, but prior to 2014, is argued to been based
on the exchange of political freedoms and rights for prosperity, which in turn, is sought to be
a result of long-lasting ‗стабильность‘ (‗stability‘, a term heavily used in Russian political
discourse). Throughout the governing period of United Russia, this focus on stability as
guarantee for economic development, provided a line of reasoning against Western-style
democracy, proposing instead what Vladislav Surkov called ―sovereign democracy‖. This
term was introduced by Surkov around 2006 and received a lot of criticism mainly based
around its vagueness and misconception. Most of the critics argued that once any unnecessary
adjective is added to ‗democracy‘, be it ‗social democracy‘, ‗peoples democracy‘ or ‗national
democracy‘, the term itself gets violated and loses its original meanings. In the case of
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Surkov‘s ‗sovereign democracy‘, the baseline of the argument revolves around Russia being
a democracy sui generis, provided its complex history and social composition. Russia‘s
‗sovereign democracy‘ is therefore declared democratic despite the one-party system62, since
the rule of United Russia and personally Vladimir Putin is a matter of sovereignty and not
democracy.
Along the same line of reasoning heavily influenced by the idea of Russia‘s
uniqueness, the proponents of RW would normally argue against divisions based on
nationality or class, instead emphasizing the Russian identity based on language and shared
socio-cultural environment. The latter one is a complicated and rather ambiguous concept,
where the ‗socio-cultural‘ is often used to describe historic and geopolitical predispositions.
At the same time, as it was previously mentioned, the historic heritage of Russia in
contemporary realities is resurrected and unified despite its contradictory nature. To illustrate
this, it would not be far stretched to say that the history of Russian Empire is glorified within
contemporary RW, but so is the history of Soviet Union, a country-successor that arguably
built its identity in considerable proportion as an antagonist to Tsarist Russia. RW manages to
cherry pick certain historical instances from both these periods and others, creating a strong
illusion of continuity; consequently, raising itself in the authority and symbolising the last
stage of the concept‘s evolution.
An example of specific historic instance that may serve as the best illustration of the
above - is the role played by Soviet Union in World War II. The ethos of this conflict has
deep and interpersonal connections to most of the Russian population, and is therefore,
carefully nurtured by government policies to achieve desired ideological effect. The discourse
emphasises that without the Soviet Union, the Allies would have never defeated Germany;
that the Soviet Union was winning foremost because of the heroic nature of its people; that
Stalin‘s leadership was not cruel or inhumane, but simply dictated by the realities of war;
and, amongst the most important claims, that such heroic deed, the victory, may be delivered
again by those living today. The last proposition is not only a compliment to Russian
exceptionalism (which appears as silver lining of this research), but an idea that provides the
sense of apocalypticism, invoking strong individual feelings of self-sacrifice and presence of
destiny.
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This narrative of ‗Russian destiny‘ increased its significance following the Ukrainian
Crisis, and domestically, transformed the social contract in a number of ways. Before,
democratic freedoms were given up for prosperity, but now, prosperity and democratic
freedoms are given up for greatness63. Greatness, in turn, is the ability of Russia to remain a
sovereign international player capable of having and delivering its interests on-par with actors
like the US or China. Here, before addressing the international focus of RW, domestically,
what happened in Ukraine brought Russian society to a record-high level of cohesion, and as
we will further explore, also created ideological premises for large-scale radicalization to take
place.
To summarize the internal and/or domestic tenets, RW is a system of values that
represents a certain social contract. Arguing to be a state-civilization, RW is heavily reliant
on the notions of exceptionalism represented by ‗greater values‘ or a sense of destiny. These,
are explained to originate from the unique socio-cultural heritage, a common history, that
despite its contradictory nature, is organized to represent continuity of political tradition. The
same line of reasoning also dictates that the authoritarian nature of Russian government, as
well as the so-called Symphonia, simply reflect its need for sovereignty and are largely
disconnected from matters of democracy as such. Finally, considering certain focal events,
the said social contract first took away and/or limited personal freedoms of Russians in
exchange for stability and certain level of economic well-being; and later, the two were
equally traded in favour of country‘s overall prestige and/or greatness. With all parallels
considered, given social contract and power arrangements are somewhat reminiscent of
Hobbesian theory and its notion of absolute sovereign.
At this point, the discussion can continue to analyse the influences of RW and its
tenets on Russian foreign policy. Here, much like in the case of domestic realm, the evolution
of the concept can be attributed to a certain historic instance. To better prepare the grounds
for future explanations, such instance will be exemplified by a speech given by Vladimir
Putin on 10th of February 2007 at Munich Security Conference. The synopsis of his speech
consisted of the following statements64: first, unipolar model of the world order is neither
helpful, nor even possible; second, the nature of US power exceeds its national borders and
interferes in economic, political and humanitarian spheres of other states; third, the only
mechanism of sanctioning a military action should be based on the UN Charter; and fourth,
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Russia will continue, as it always had throughout its history, to act independently and in
accordance with its national interests. Before addressing the speech itself, it is important to
outline a range of events form Russo-American and wider international developments that in
one way or another have influenced its arrival. Per se, prior to 2007, events such as the
Kosovo conflict in 1998-99; the NATO enlargements in 1999 and especially in 2004; the
intervention in Afghanistan in 2001 and the invasion of Iraq in 2003, Rose and Orange
revolutions in Georgia and Ukraine, in 2003 and 2004 accordingly; the issue of US missile
shield in Eastern Europe and aspirations of some neighbour-states of Russia to pursue
European integration and alignment with NATO. Across all these points, American and
Russian interests were colliding, with the latter often being on the losing side of the
settlement. Considering the weight of grievances for the loss of Soviet Union, these cleavages
in Russo-American relationships have only solidified the feeling of ‗осажденная крепость‘
(―besieged fortress‖), as Russia was interpreted to continue to suffer from malicious
American intent post 1991, essentially, continuing the same process of diminishing and
dissolving the Russian state. Andrei Kolesnikov evaluates the notion, saying:

Confined to a besieged fortress, surrounded by external enemies, and faced with a
domestic fifth column, the people of Russia have begun to experience Stockholm
syndrome and have thrown their support behind the commander of the fortress,
President Vladimir Putin. They have adopted his logic and even defended his
interests, believing that they are members of his team.65

The logic and interpretations of ‗besieged fortress‘ are evoking parallels with certain
conspiracy theory that is often quoted in Russian political discussion; the basics of which,
claim that the US has a long lasting plan (Dulles' Plan/Doctrine66) to undermine the basics of
Russian political and social order, attack Russian traditional values and disintegrate its
identity. The bottomline of the argument here is that in 2007, by the means of Munich
speech, Russian ideology received its first significant international recognition, and in this
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way, slowly became the ideological basis for Russian foreign policy. In a similar manner, the
speech was a reaction to a series contradictive instances where Russian and American
interests collided, symbolising Russian willingness to take a more proactive role in defence of
its causes from there onwards.
If we take a moment to reflect on the propositions provided by Vladimir Putin in
2007, and the concepts presented by Ostrovskii and Shchedrovitskii in their thesis, the former
has little to share with the latter. Shchedrovitskii and his colleagues argued that Russia must
enter the space of globalization, create a modern image of itself based on present-day
marketing strategies and compliment the process of globalization, foremost by adoption of
international practice. What was proposed in 2007, however, is more reminiscent of
Solzhenitsyn‘s argument for Russia to become the main force against such trends and build
up upon its cultural and political tradition. Solidified by the account of losing its power in
mentioned cleavages with the US, the idea of Russian World is becoming ever more
dissociated with initial liberal inspirations, and becomes ever more influenced by a mix of
interpretations from Isolationists, Eurasionists and neo-Byzantines.
In a rather ironic manner, the initial tenets of RW ended up being antagonistic to
themselves; an arguable result of government's absorption and exercise of the concept. The
idea of ‗compatriots‘ also transcended and acquired additional meanings, stressing on the
borderless nature of RW. Whether it used to be that RW would claim to have its power (and
hence its borders) in societies or nations having Russian cultural, linguistic or historic
heritage, the updated version of this claim states that Russian borders, and so are the borders
of RW, indeed, do not end anywhere67. Much like many other developments, this one has
arrived after the events of 2014, and was personally voiced by Russian president. The
minimal meaning of this claim, is that RW has no essential border, foremost, because its
interests are global and so is the ability of RW to deliver them. An illustration of this is the
consequent involvement of Russia in Syria, where the declarative intents first revolved
around the struggle against ISIS, but soon, when it was no longer a threat, quickly shifted its
focus on safeguarding incumbent regime against Western intentions for the change of
government. In similar manner, Russian foreign policy is closely involved in Venezuela, a
country that stands on the brink of revolution and civil war. There as well, Russian efforts are
targeted at supporting the current regime and helping it neutralize pro-Western opposition,
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which is actively supported, primarily by the United States. In this respect, considering itself
a state with civilizational qualities, Russian foreign policy articulates opposition not to the
United States as such, but to the Western civilization and liberalism as its ruling ideology.
Therefore, Russia does not hesitate to exploit all vulnerable socio-political aspects of Western
societies, either conducting cyber and information operations as was the case during the 2016
elections in US, or financing revisionist forces in Europe as was the case in France.
Returning to the idea of compatriots, it heavily influenced Russian policy towards its
near abroad, providing Russia a functional element of soft power as much as later grounds for
casus belli, however as we have just discussed, the focus of RW gradually evolves to become
international and somewhat reminiscent of Soviet ideological composition during the Cold
War. In other words, albeit Russian interests in post-Soviet states are evident, the bigger
focus rests on building sustainable international coalitions based on the opposition to Western
influence. This vector of foreign policy is represented by increasing cooperation with actors
like Iran, Turkey, China and India. The latter two actors pose an objective threat to the role of
West as dominant civilization and the US as the world‘s hegemon, so in this respect, Russia
sees the changing polarity and aims to champion the transition, securing its influence and
sovereignty in the upcoming international order.
Returning back to the beginning of this section, our analysis aimed at exploring the
tenets of RW in accordance with their domestic or international focus. As such, we can now
proceed to organize them in this manner, but at the same time, also provide certain physical
and/or factual exemplifications:
Table 1.
The list of Russian World tenets and claims (xn), and their possible empirical
manifestations:
RW

Claim or tenet (xn)

Empirical manifestation (mn)

Internal/

- (x₁) A transformed social

- (m₁) The manifestation of (x₁) is

Domestic

contract based on ‗prestige‘;

quite difficult to illuminate due to a

focus

mass of possible intervening factors
when a single instance would be
considered.
- (x₂) Emphasis on socio-

- (m₂.₁) Russian diplomatic and
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cultural heritage:

legal efforts to influence language

- (x₂.₁) role of Russian

policies in the near abroad68.

language as

- (m₂.₂) Commonly emphasised

transnational ‗glue‘;

during official minutes, such as

- (x₂.₂) shared history;

here69.

- (x₂.₃) Orthodox

- (m₂.₃) Symphonia, or the

Christianity as shared

dissolution of borders between the

religion;

Church and the state, the role of
ROC70.

- (x₃) ‗State-civilization‘ and

- (m₃)"На миру и смерть красна"

‗greater values‘ constructs,

(from Russ. - ―Company in distress

socio-cultural exceptionalism;

makes troubles less‖)71;

- (x₄) Strong vertical leadership

- (m₄) Difficulties with human

and dissociation from

rights and suppression of free

democratic principles in favour

press72;

of sovereignty:
- (x₄.₁) ‗Sovereign
democracy‘;
- (x₄.₂) Continuity of
Russian statehood.

- (m₄.₁) State-governed media,
loyalist think tanks and deliberate
information campaigns73;
- (m₄.₂) Ritualistic and
ceremonial traditionalism of
statecraft, strong personality cult
and perceived continuity74;
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External/

- (x₅) ‗Besieged Fortress‘;

- (m₅) Political and military

International

interventions in Moldova, Georgia

focus

and Ukraine, regional geopolitics75;
- (x₆) ‗Compatriots‘ as a concept - (m₆) Establishment of Eurasian
for the near abroad foreign

Customs and Economic Unions

policy;

(EACU and EAEU) as a possible
basis for future integration
processes in post-Soviet states,
declarative aim to create the
Eurasian Union as a geopolitical
entity constructed on RW
ideology76.

- (x₇) Rouge-like, anti-globalist

- (m₇) Reluctance in upholding

and revisionist international

certain international treaties and

focus;

recognizing international law77;

- (x₈) Establishment of

- (m₈) Coalition building efforts

multipolar world-order and

against ‗Western imperialism‘78;

securing Russia‘s sovereignty
within it.
- (x₉) Fulfillment of ‗Russian

- (m₉) Proactive informational,

destiny‘ - Russia as a moral

cyber and clandestine efforts to
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authority to the world aiming to

undermine Western liberal

save it from evil (where ‗evil‘

democracies79.

could be generalized by
Western liberalism);
- (x₁₀) Involvement in major

- (m₁₀) The manifestations here

crises invoking Western

exists, however the actor‘s

interests, regime support in

motivation may be a result of

Syria and Venezuela.

varying factors.

Following the framework introduced in previous sections, we can now proceed and
analyse the data in terms of its explanatory strength. Out of 10, there are 5 xn that either
completely lacking in both the presence of clear manifestation and coherence with context,
and 5 that could be considered suitable for further analysis. The former 5 include:
(x₁) - [Social contract based on ‗prestige‘] - lacks a manifestation because any
empirical occurrence of said tenet would likely involve a substantial number of intervening
factors. The tenet does fall in line with the general context/knowledge, but that alone does not
qualify it to be considered as evidence.
(x₆) - [‗Compatriots‘ as a concept for the near abroad foreign policy] - seems to have
lost its initial impulse and rigidity when the time scale is considered, therefore lacking
coherence with the context. Its manifestations are present, however their quality remains low.
Russian efforts in supranational governance are yet to show any significant achievement, as
for the most part, the political and social integration processes headed by Russia within the
post-Soviet space are largely declaratory.
(x₇) - [Rouge-like, anti-globalist and revisionist international focus] - may have a
number of possible manifestations, however it conflicts with the available context. At
instances where Russia abstains from upholding certain international obligations or norms, it
could be argued, the acts are reactionary. To unravel this requires a long inquiry into the
history of Russian foreign policy and its ties and conflicts, specifically with the US. The
revisionism is surely there, but for the sake of clarity of further analysis, a distinction will be
made to award this tenet with 0 in terms of context/knowledge.
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(x₉) - [Fulfilment of ‗Russian destiny‘] - can be provided with necessary
manifestations, however in terms of context, the tenet may be interpreted too broadly. The
spiritualistic narrative is very difficult to analyse in a concise manner and will hence be
avoided.
(x₁₀) - [Involvement in major crises invoking Western interests] - may have a
plenitude of manifestations, but is disregarded since the causes for these manifestations may
be over interpreted. For instance, is Russia pursuing a plain economic interest in Syria, or is
her action driven by political and ideological motives? These are complicated questions and
are not the focus of this investigation.
These findings are summarized in the following table:
Table 2.
The list of Russian World tenets and claims (xn), and their explanatory value:
Claim or tenet (xn)

Manifestation (mn)

Knowledge/Context

Evidence (e)?

(x₁)

0

1

No

(x₂)

1

1

Yes

(x₃)

1

1

Yes

(x₄)

1

1

Yes

(x₅)

1

1

Yes

(x₆)

0

0

No

(x₇)

1

0

No

(x₈)

1

1

Yes

(x₉)

1

0

No

(x₁₀)

0

1

No

Those that remain and do satisfy the criteria are: x₂, x₃, x₄, x₅ and x₈. Therefore, X
may be summarized as an ideology with strong emphasis on Russian history and sociocultural exceptionalism that perpetuates authoritarian government and views the outside
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world with suspicion, feeling like a ‗besieged fortress, it often legitimizes revisionism,
particularly with regards to international institutions, norms and regulations.
Ultimately, the tables above aim at providing answers to the first research question,
namely: ―what specific claims/tenets constitute the ideological core of ‗Русский Мир‘?‖.
However, before proceeding any further, there are a few acknowledgements due to be made.
First, the collection of ideas and claims presented above is not necessarily completed, as each
of them alone may invoke other notions under closer investigation. Second, since RW is
argued to have undergone certain transformations on the way to its contemporary forms, the
ideology may seem like a mixed collection of recycled claims, which originate from differing
and often even conflicting sources80; an argument which may be partially resolved by
stressing on the ideology‘s flexible nature. Finally, if x₁, x₆, x₇, x₉ and x₁₀ are considered,
together they may exemplify the manifestation of hybrid warfare, which as previously
discussed, is an actualizing component of the ideology itself.

The Radicalization (Y) and the Causal Mechanism (X→Y)
Russian World and Radicalization

● To what extent can the first expectation (e1) be confirmed?
This section will aim at presenting the reader with the discussion on RW‘s
radicalization potential, and more specifically, attempt to investigate whether the RW
discourse makes a considerable impact on Russian society. In order to attempt this question,
the investigation will rely on statistical data, opinion polls, as well as the impressions on the
matter provided by academic community. Here, it is important to note that due to the nature
of Russia‘s political system, the statistical data of governmental agencies is often unreliable
and misrepresented. Likewise, the number of independent survey agencies is also limited, and
their scope normally avoids political or other related questionnaires. Nevertheless, by
investigating a mixture of sources, we can still arrive at meaningful conclusions on the
radicalization potential of RW claims and tenets.
For instance, if we return to the idea of continuity of Russian statehood, an important
role in this concept was always attributed to a strong and sovereign leader. The continuity
80
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here, of course, is in the sense of strong authoritarian traditions that preserved from Tsarist
Russia, through Soviet Union and into the modern days. The icon figure in this respect, as
someone whose leadership is considered most influential for the concept is Joseph Stalin. His
legacy is often cited as ‗glorious‘, while modern-day political figures in Russia, including the
president, often attempt to link their public image and appearance to Stalin, either openly
praising him or utilising Stalinist rhetoric in populist efforts to catch the electorate. We can
evaluate the radicalization impact of this occurrence by looking at the data provided by
Levada in 2019. Some of the highlights include a drop in total number of Russians who
consider Stalin a criminal, from 38% in 2009 to 26% in 2017. At the same time, the number
of those having a positive perception of Stalin rose from merely 40% in the early 2000s, to
70% in 201981. These figures suggest that the notion of ‗сильная рука‘ (‗strong hand‘)
became ever more relevant for Russia in its modern history; however, if radicalization is
considered, the acceptance of Stalin as an iconic leader certainly transcends an individual‘s
political compass, not necessarily in the sense of left/right dichotomy, but in terms of
acceptance of violence and terror as meaningful and necessary means for Russian statecraft.
Russian authorities often further capitalize on this logic, stressing that the current regime is
nowhere close to the period of political repressions under Stalin, making the logical
construction serve a double purpose, legitimising themselves (as proponents of ‗strong hand‘
governance) and whitening the image of Stalin (subverting the memories of his violent rule).
Another survey by Levada also identifies a few statistical points that reinforce
previously presented collection of RW claims and tenets. Specifically, when asked which
events from Russian history are its most proudest, the top two responses remained roughly
the same since 1999; first being the victory in World War II, and second, the leading role
assumed by Soviet Union in space exploration. The third most common response with around
45% of frequency is the return of Crimean Peninsula, a relative newcomer that have only
appeared in Levada‘s 2017 reports. At the same time, when asked ‗What is the first that
comes to mind when thinking about our nation?‘, the respondents chose ‗our past, our
common history‘ as the primary answer, with ‗our land and territory‘ option as the second
most popular.82 All of the above, could be identified as matters of national prestige, which in
turn, is based on international recognition, resulting from generally geopolitical actions. Since
prestige was previously discussed in relation to the nature of Russian social contract, its role
81
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will still be evaluated in the latter part of this section. For now, however, certain conclusions
may be drawn with regards to the radicalization process. As such, once we acknowledge that
out of the entirety of Russian history only a few instances gained recognition, it becomes
arguable, to what extent will the theme and quality of said events influence the future of
Russian foreign policy? In other words, modern-day status of Crimea may serve as an
example of this logic. The annexation quickly ranked as 3rd most notable instance,
overcoming options like ‗Russian literature‘ and ‗Russian science‘ in the list of Russia‘s
proudest achievements. Similarly, it could be expected that if Russian government attempts to
repeat a scenario like Crimea, the Russian society may only welcome such developments,
further legitimizing their government‘s actions. The expectancy of such reaction serves for
the minimum evidence needed to state that radicalization processes are employed.
‗Besieged fortress‘ is yet another RW tenet that may be evaluated from Levada‘s
report. In 1994, 41% of Russians have answered positively to a statement ‗Do you think
Russia has enemies?‘, with 37% of respondents showing uncertainty and only 22% answering
negatively. When asked the same question in 2018, more than 80% of respondents answered
positively, representing an increase in value by a factor of two. Next questions asked
respondents to rate individual states in order of their positive vs negative relationship with
Russia83. In 2018, the two leading in negative perceptions are United States and Ukraine,
with 78% and 49% accordingly. These figures have also seen an increase, since in 2005 they
were only 23% and 13%. The third position of 2018‘s list is taken by Great Britain, with 38%
of respondents recognizing negative relationships; the same figure had only been 3% in
200584. On the opposite spectrum, in 2018 the respondents ranked Belarus, China and
Kazakhstan as the most positive in relationship with Russia (friendly and not hostile), with
these countries receiving 49%, 40% and 32% accordingly. Much like Britain was a relatively
new arrival to the ‗negative‘ list, Syria is a new arrival in the ‗positive‘ one, with 21% of
respondents recognizing this country‘s friendly stance towards Russia. Considering all of the
above, the data identifies a strong sense of support for ‗besieged fortress‘ line of
argumentation, and therefore, illustrates certain mass-radicalization of Russian society.
The materials from Levada also identified that 62% of Russians agree with a
statement claiming that Russian nation is great (chosen) and is of particular importance to
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world history (as in the sense of Russian collective destiny) 85, while the other 35% would not
attribute any particularity to Russian nation when compared to others. 86 It is worth
mentioning as well, that the former figure (62% in 2018) has seen a considerable increase
from 13% in 1992. Similarly, 88% of respondents in 2018 would want Russia to preserve its
status as a superpower, while cumulatively, 75% of respondents agreed that Russia is a
superpower in 2018. On the other hand, when asked how should a superpower should be
defined, the respondents chose ‗high socio-economic level for its citizens‘ as the primary
answer, followed by ‗strong economy and industrial complex‘ as number two, and ‗military
might and nuclear arsenal‘ as number three. As it will become clear in the upcoming sections,
the matter of ‗prestige‘ (as it is linked to international posture and as a component of Russian
social contract) is in dissonance with the actual interpretations of ‗prestige‘ as defined by
ordinary Russians.
Due to the limited scope, the analysis will not pick on other RW claims that could still
be correlated with Lavada‘s data. Instead, some general observations will now be discussed
in order to save the space for upcoming parts. As such, if a number of other figures is
considered, it would become evident that Russian society is undergoing two parallel
processes. The first one is likely the result of Russian foreign policy, and can generally be
represented as an increase in radical attitudes, primarily towards the matters of foreign policy.
The second one, is represented by a general increase in dissatisfaction with the governance,
poor socio-economic environment and indifference that is projected from the ruling political
elites. The former one is inherently linked to matters of prestige, however the latter one,
seems to gain ever more recognition and gradually transcends the notion of prestige. Prestige
is ever more attributed to high socio-economic level of Russian populace, instead of
international endeavours for prestige in Syria or elsewhere. This occurrence may be described
by a popular phrase of uncertain origin that is widely used by Russian political
commentators: ‗холодильник против телевизора‘ (‗fridge vs TV‘)87. In other words, since a
few years following the Crimean incident, the objective realities inside Russia are forcing
people to disassociate from the abundance of prestige provided by the ‗TV‘ (often meant as a
collective mechanism of all actors involved in propaganda efforts), and instead, think about
the lack of prestige in their ‗fridge‘ (as a metaphor for empty and poor socio-economic
environment).
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These tendencies are important for two main reasons. First, they symbolise a crisis in
the nature of Russian social contract and its interpretation as provided by the RW. Matters of
socio-economic environment and living standards have rarely been a focus of RW 88, and
today, these issues gain the majority of public attention. The second reason why these
tendencies are important is the unlikely scenario that Russian government will follow any
steps to reform, leaving the public requests unsatisfied and continuing to aggravate. Russian
government does not have a high tolerance for protests or opposition, and nevertheless, it has
shown to prefer resolving social unrest pre-emptively. In this regards, in order to shift public
opinion away from pressing matters of low economic well-being, the leadership of Russia
may yet again create a foreign policy incident, following the same line of reasoning as
presented by the RW tenets and claims; or in other words, try to cover the ‗fridge‘ arguments.
To do so, however, the incident has to be on a considerable scale (perhaps comparable in its
ideological value to the return of Crimea) in order for the ‗TV‘ to have an overwhelming
dominance yet again. At the same time, despite the speculative nature of this argument, the
figures presented earlier suggest that if such will be the case, a significant number of
Russians may still support a new development since most of RW claims and tenets
(especially the external ones) remain true for Russians today.

Radicalization and the exercise of hybrid warfare

At this point, we have discussed what tenets can be unified under RW and what are
their radicalization effects as seen from the perspective of statistical data. In this section, the
analysis will proceed to demonstrate how radicalization perpetuates and/or accommodates the
conduct of hybrid warfare and its satellite practices on specific, but concrete examples.
Among others, the one simple objective shared by both the needs of HW objectives and the
radicalization reasoning - is an obvious necessity to recruit individuals. In this respect, the
most adequate solution would be to examine how RW insights radicalization in most extreme
cases, for example, leading an individual to join some active conflict.
In practice this has happened a number of times in Russian modern history. Twice in
Chechnya, in Transnistria, in Georgia, among other instances, in Ukraine and Syria later in
the time period. At the brink before the Soviet Union collapsed the country was withdrawing
from a difficult and very costly operation in Afghanistan. All of these conflicts have seen
88
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Russians volunteering to go fight, and the reason for it is that Russia has quite a considerable
group of people who participated in at least one conflict and have real battle experience.
Many of the Afghanistan veterans did not finish their career with the withdrawal, and
continued fighting in conflicts that came later, particularly in Chechnya. Taking into account
the focus of our investigation into RW as an ideological system that arguably achieved its
current forms after 2014 with the annexation of Crimean Peninsula (being a kind of
culminating point), our research will now look at a number of individual cases from the socalled War in Donbas.
As such, many of those who joined this war usually had some necessary background,
as one combatant describes his: ―I served in the Cascade detachment of the KGB of the USSR
in Afghanistan from 1982 to 1985. Then I fought in Transnistria and participated in the first
Chechen campaign. Now I am fighting in the Donbas.‖89 As was mentioned this is a rather
typical case, however, not to confuse the reader, these people are not regular soldiers and
volunteer through a number of different organizations. These organizations range
significantly to satisfy as many individual radicalization pathways as possible. In other
words, whatever the origins of radicalization, the to-be combatant will likely find an agency
that will suit his ‗ideological compass‘, from left to right on the political spectrum, based on
either theology and spirituality, or on simply material and financial grounds. More
specifically, Russia has a number of PMCs like the ill-famous Wagner Group which
participates in a number of conflicts simultaneously. In addition to that a range of
paramilitary organizations exist under the pretence of NGOs, actively recruiting and sending
volunteers to different conflicts. Returning briefly to (m₂.₃), Russian Orthodox Army90 may
serve as an example.
So, considering that Russia does have a strong militarized community and
infrastructure for organizing the process, what does it have to do with radicalization, and how
does it affect the practice of hybrid warfare beyond the possibility of recruitment? We will
first try to tackle the former question before moving to later. Here, some accounts from the
combatants in Eastern Ukraine are quite revealing, as one individual talks about his
motivations:
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Our press and television are giving blatant facts. Russian people can not tolerate the
terror that the fascists staged there. Killed women, children, old people. Most of those
who go, sympathize, empathize, want to help. This applies especially to people 40-60
years old, who were brought up in Soviet traditions. My blood is boiling when they
showed a woman with a child torn by a shell. Well, what do they bastards do? Such
sentiments were especially spurred the events in Odessa, where many children were
burned alive. Some go for adrenaline. Especially those who have already fought at
least once and it pulls him back.91
There a few indicators here that are interesting for our investigation. First of all, the
communication channel is mentioned (―A‖ indicator in Diagram 1) being perhaps the most
common - Russian state media. The individual was likely a subject of propaganda campaigns,
using the wide-spread formulations like referring to the government of Kyiv as ‗fascist‘. He
mentions the ‗events‘ in Odessa, presuming an accident that happened in 2014 when clashes
between pro-Ukrainian and pro-Russian activists resulted in fire that made about four dozen
people lose their lives92. This, correspondingly, represents the radicalization instance.
Another combatant shares similar grievances:
They say that we are here about five thousand fighters from Odessa. Yes, I also had
the call sign "Odessa". Well, what motivated me? Until May 2nd, I did not intervene
in the conflict, I thought that this was all a matter for the citizens of Ukraine - these
were their internal affairs. I am a citizen of Russia. But they decided to kill us.
Therefore, I returned to the Donbass so that these creatures would not burn my
children alive.93
Here, identity transition is visible. The combatant‘s identity transitions after Odessa as a
radicalizing instance, changing his interpretations and reasoning himself to join the conflict,
which would correspondingly situate for radicalization effect (Diagram 1).
It is really hard to estimate the number of volunteers with or without previous combat
experience that have participated in this war. Since 2014, Russian authorities do not disclose
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their military casualties in peacetime, likewise, even less is expected from trying to get
official information on the number of volunteers summoned across different organizations.
Ukrainian and American estimates vary, while different reports suggest anywhere from a
couple of thousand to tens of thousands of volunteers, as yet another combatant briefly states:
―I am a militia from the Donbass. Thirty thousand people illegally came from Russia as
volunteers. Some took weapons with them.‖94 Many of these people were motivated by
financial gains, status or other conditions, not RW as an ideology per se. At the same time,
whatever the deeper motivational impulses, the presentation of this war by Russian state
media, the official discourse and public narratives definitely played their part. As a
consequence many of the RW claims and tenets were correspondingly adopted to ‗cover‘
and/or justify the volunteering. This, of course, is not to deny that there is still a considerable
part of volunteers that join exclusively following ideological reasons. Recruitment in this
sense is a an element of hybrid warfare because irregular troops are conscripted, they are
normally employed within proxies and are tasked with objectives that any regular military
would not find complementary with their standards and protocols.
Still, the logic of hybrid warfare is broad and multi-dimensional so beyond providing
recruits there are a number of other areas where radicalization comforts the exercise of HW.
If the soft power is considered, a radicalized individual who accepts the RW tenets past
certain radicalization instance will likely take a more proactive position across a number of
political areas. Considering the near-absence of language barrier between Ukraine and
Russia, as well as the abundance of interpersonal connections and family ties, there still are
strong communication channels on the level of individuals. As such, a radicalized individual
adhering to RW claims and tenets can often influence other people, even in other countries,
as Ukraine could be used as an ideal example. At the same time, Ukraine is not the only
place, since all of the post-Soviet space shares certain cultural similarity and interpersonal
linkage. RW claims and tenets are visible in public discourses of Belarus, Kazakhstan and a
number of other nations of Russian ‗near abroad‘. This rather natural occurrence favours the
logic of hybrid warfare in terms of providing a channel for soft power application, targeting
population and transferring the radicalization beyond Russian borders.
Another issue is whether the radicalization is achieved, the so-called de-radicalization
is very difficult. This is especially true if an individual has been a subject of radicalization for
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a long time. For HW this means that if society is a battleground, every transitioned individual
is a long-term soldier, and whatever his/her radicalization instance, the overall effect will
only likely become stronger and more imbedded with time. Considering RW, the
deradicalization would arguable require some deconstruction of RW tenets and claims by
denying them the actualization (the practice of hybrid warfare) first. The upcoming sections
will touch on this in greater detail, drawing possible conclusions for deradicalization with
respect to intricacies identified in the Russian social contract.
To summarize, mass-scale radicalization of Russian society is evident from both the
statistical and non-statistical data. By adoption of certain RW claims and interpretations, the
populace transcends their political mindset in favour of allowing direct and indirect violence,
political and even metaphysical exceptionalism of Russian nation and state. In turn, this
results in various applications, form simple legitimation of undemocratic regime and
suppression of human rights, to justifying proactive and hostile actions in foreign policy,
including diverse interventions, and if an individual is considered, may go as far as leading
him to lose his life.

Process-tracing and the Causal Mechanism (X→Y)

● What causal mechanism may be presented to illustrate the relationship between RW
and radicalization (e2)?
By now, the analysis presented RW as a system of claims, interpretations and values.
Some of the system‘s individual tenets were discussed in parallel with respective opinion
surveys to evidence the mass-scale radicalization as it occurs in Russian society. Considering
already presented material, this section will attempt to answer the final research question,
specifically, present a possible causal mechanism at it was conceptualized in the early stages
of the investigation. Similar to previous sections, however, the analysis will first have to
consider certain debatable arguments that create a basis for further discussion. For instance,
since it was argued that hybrid warfare serves as the actualizing component of RW as an
ideology, partially manifested in x₁, x₆, x₇, x₉ and x₁, then what is its place within the causal
mechanism? Moreover, presuming a strategy must have both a target and a mission, what are
these in the context of X→Y causal mechanism?
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The answers to these questions should be self-evident from the previous sections,
particularly Table 1. In simple terms, the target could be described as the collective West,
while the practice of hybrid warfare itself as the physical embodiment of ‗Russian destiny‘.
This, however, is a theoretical construction and will not suffice the investigation due to lack
of empirical evidence. Instead, the discussion will rely on opinions of external analysts and
commentators like Dmitri Trenin95, Pasi Eronen96, Rihards Kols97, Eugene Chausovsky98,
Mark Galeotti99 and others who share the same sentiment, specifically, claiming that Russia
is indeed engaged in some sort of struggle with the West (which may be described as the new
Cold War, non-linear warfare, or hybrid warfare). The authors may attribute varying themes
with regards to chosen definitions and interpretations of specific instances, but all of them
agree that today, the level of contradiction between Russia and what could be defined as the
collective West - is comparable, if not higher than it used to be during the most acute
moments of such relationship during the previous century. The aim here therefore, is not to
engage in proving that the situation exists, but to evaluate it with respect to the ideological
system and its tenets.
Another significant presumption rests with an idea that since Russia is engaged in
hybrid warfare and its target is defined, there must be an overarching, strategic objective
(likely political) at the end. This reasoning is derived from the definitions of hybrid warfare
as they were discussed before, and is important for understanding the process of hybrid
warfare as a whole. Naturally, there is no official documentation that would crealy state
Russian objectives, however, the overall theme may still be derived from recent interactions.
Judging from those, and as partially addressed in previous sections, the general narrative of
the objective - is to undermine Western liberal democracies, incite turbulence in their
societies by exploiting various social cleavages (migration, Brexit or different unrest
movements like Yellow Vests), and in doing so, build a new and independent image of
Russia that would pioneer the upcoming multipolarity. Unfortunately, for the purposes of this
investigation, the presented construct is too ambiguous and needs to be refined into albeit
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arguable, but concise and functional form. Consequently, the overarching strategic objective
may be defined as simply - to change the balance of power between Russia and the collective
West.
In this respect, and in accordance with Diagram 1, both the RW as an ideological
system and the practice of hybrid warfare, serve as instrumental components under the
strategic objective. One can not be sustainable without the presence of the other. Ideology
underpins and legitimizes the practice of hybrid warfare, while hybrid warfare serves as the
ideology‘s actualization. The following illustration (Diagram 2) will aim to explore this
relationship deeper, and while building on previously conceptualized framework, it presents
the causal mechanism employed:

The primary components employed are:
● Strategic objective - a fixed notion describing the general purpose;
● RW tenet - a specific domestic or external tenet (xn);
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● HW exercise - a range of hybrid warfare actions as an actualizing component of
RW;
● Radicalization instance - one or a multiple of events reinforcing the initial impulse;
● Identity transition - change in favour of accepting given RW claim and
legitimization and/or active participation in HW exercise.
● Radicalization effect - a distinct change in attitude and/or behaviour, substantial
enough to cause harmful effects on an individual‘s mental and physical health, as well
as such of those around him.
Where A, B and C stand for:
○ A - a collection of means and methods of influence ranging from general
public discourse and government policy, to the use of propaganda and other
information strategies. It represents an array of channels through which the
RW claim achieves its radicalization potential;
○ B - a descriptor for an individual‘s identity transition process. The main task
of this component is to evaluate the engagement of an individual within the
radicalization process. As such, for the purposes of our investigation, the
notion of ‗identity‘ will simply represent ideology on the individual level. The
point of interest here, is to analyse changes in the identity (by the means of
certain reasoning patterns) as they are influenced by ongoing radicalization.
Once the radicalization process starts achieving its milestones, an individual
becomes ever more sympathetic and jystifying of claims made by given
ideological system, and in this way, promulgating not only its tenets, but also
the conduct of hybrid warfare;
○ and C - an evaluation of an individual‘s post-radicalized identity and its role
within the conceptualized mechanism.
This diagram does not insist on having absolute authority in describing the causal
mechanism with ultimate accuracy. At the same time, its purpose is to provide possible
conceptualization of the radicalization pathway as it is instrumentalized by RW. Hybrid
warfare, as a notion presuming a number of empirical and theoretical aspects, is taken into
account as well. The specificity of the case also has to be acknowledged, making it unlikely
for this diagram to serve any purpose outside of Russian case study without undergoing
certain amendments. Its purpose here, again, is only to conceptualize the causal mechanism
employed.
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As such, we can now proceed and apply this relationship system to a specific case.
The notion of ‗besieged fortress‘ (x₅) is chosen due to its importance in respective category
(external). Consequently, when introducing the tenet, the causal mechanism with empirical
manifestations should be ordered as follows (clockwise):
● Strategic objective - a fixed notion describing the general purpose.
● RW tenet - ‗besieged fortress‘ - an idea that Russia is surrounded by enemies.
○ A - The narrative first transpires in narrow epistemic communities but soon
becomes distributed and exchanged in Russia‘s main information channels.
Among them are: state-sponsored media (on TV, Web and paper), education
facilities, loyalist think tanks, political and activist movements, as well as the
ROC and its institutions.
● Radicalization instances - a collection of events reinforcing the initial impulse, for
example: the NATO enlargements in 1999 and 2004; the Orange and Rose revolutions
in Ukraine and Georgia; and, of course, the entirety of instances post 2014.
○ B - Radicalization instances gradually provide the claim with justification
basis, further legitimizing the system in general. An individual is engaged in
discussions where the status quo guarantees certain interpretation as standard
(resonating with the claim) and marginalizing those who disagree. For
instance, heavy emphasis on the historical account (correlating contemporary
environment as the continuation of US-USSR struggle) is commonly utilized.
An individual is presented with a logical dilemma, whereas if he does not
recognize the state of ‗besieged fortress‘ - he betrays his own ancestors.
● Identity transition - An individual is forced to adapt his interpretations in order not
to force himself out of mainstream and become marginalized. His identity becomes
accepting given RW claim and consequently positions an individual as legitimizer
and/or active participant in HW exercise.
○ C - The post-radicalized identity becomes susceptible to all other RW claims,
sometimes remaining a silent proponent, but in other cases, directly engaging
in protracted ‗struggle‘ as a volunteer, activist or even combatant.
● Radicalization effect - An individual no longer sees the need for Russia to be liberal
and open to the outside world. His/her grievances are intensified and an action might
be taken bringing physical or psychological damage.
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● HW exercise - Radicalization serves two main purposes for the exercise of hybrid
warfare as an actualizing component of RW. First, when accepting the ‗besieged
fortress‘ notion, an individual‘s threshold for matters of direct and indirect violence is
revised. The feeling of grievance becomes instituted and allows the practitioners of
hybrid warfare to disregard certain rules or limits (matters of method legitimation).
And second, considering the interlinked nature of the system, particularly the
previously discussed relation between the ideology and the practice of HW, the
radicalization process provides both of the components with something that may be
compared to ‗emotional fuel‘. In other words, without the process of radicalization,
the practice of hybrid warfare would not be able to actualize the ideology.
In a similar manner, when substituting ‗besieged fortress‘ with any other notion
presented in earlier analysis of RW, the key relationship components remain largely the
same, with minor differences in the specifics of A, B and C. This is mainly due to the
similarity in channels for claim distribution, same or interrelated initiating actors, as well as
the influence of the overarching narrative of RW on an individual‘s identity. At the same
time, variations are expected in differing radicalizing instances. Similarly, identity
transition can be deconstructed on deeper levels to correlate certain reasoning process
undergone by an individual as he becomes entangled to RW ideology. Finally, HW exercise
may also be reviewed in accordance with specific RW claim.
To illustrate this, we can employ the causal mechanism to trace a specific
radicalization pathway process as it may happen on an individual level. Previously, a few
exempts of interviews with combatants were mentioned. There, the radicalization instance
was identified as the Odessa fire in 2014. From this we can assume that the corresponding
RW tenet responsible for the initial radicalization was likely linked to the common sociocultural heritage (x₂). That is because Odessa is commonly known as a Russian speaking
region, with an enormous amount of cultural references tied to Russia. A wide-spread
interpretation of Ukrainian revolution on Russian state media revolved around portraying the
Ukrainian leadership at-the-time as criminal, corrupt and strongly embedded in Ukrainian
nationalism, which outside of its real qualities, was always interpreted in Russia as something
inherently alien to the RW per se. The regime in Kyiv was commonly described as ‗Junta‘,
acclaimed to have fascist inspirations and focused on driving anything Russian away from the
country. All of this would fall under what the respective literature calls 'pre-radicalization‘, or
put simply, one of a number of possible conditions that helped along the radicalization
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pathway (A indicator). As such, with the ideational claim existing, the radicalization instance
gets deliberate informational coverage. In their analytical sections, majority of the Russian
state media attention stayed glued to the instance for a considerable amount of time. The loss
of life creates incredible resonance which is ever intensified by the context of respective
events transpiring as a whole. An individual, as was the case with previously presented
combatants, receives justification of a RW tenet by the newly arrived radicalization instance.
In his reasoning, it becomes his duty to stop the fascist regime in Kyiv and prevent it from
discriminating ethinic Russians. Whether the individual had any previous combat experience
will determine the likelihood of such identity transition to result in full-scale conscription, for
if he, a person who has seen war, will not help in the war against his own kind, then who
will? For the purposes of our causal process-tracing mechanism this would symbolise the B
indicator. Finally, at the end of the radicalization pathway, considering the strength and
quality of an individual‘s susceptibility to delivery channels as identified in the A indicator,
the radicalization effect takes place. This would normally be a change of behaviour or
attitudes, and as previously described, may lead to very proactive measures to a point of
participation in an active conflict.
Considering this and the premises of indicator C, a radicalized individual may in one
way or another support the exercise of hybrid warfare, often indirectly, but in other cases
quite deliberately. For instance, pro-Russian activist groups still exist in Ukraine (with a
strong presence in Odessa) and are commonly attempting to organize certain gatherings and
marches as remembrance activities for the tragic fire in 2014. There is absolutely nothing
wrong with paying respect to the dead, however even the surface analysis of respective actors
involved would infer strong political component of such activities that is likely a product of
direct an/or indirect guidance from Moscow. And individual may not reason to join the fight
in Donbas, yet he or she may still consider their obligation, at least, to show up during one of
those remembrance actions. There, an individual will likely meet people deeply apologetic of
the majority of RW claims and tenets, while the remembrance itself will inevitably presume
the narratives of ‗wild Ukrainian nationalists‘ being responsible for the fire. In this way the
radicalization may continue, while an individual will become a ‗soldier‘ of RW if Ukrainian
society would be considered as battlefield in accordance with HW logic.
To conclude and while repeating previous considerations, it is important to stress on
the approximate and estimative nature of the causal mechanism presented above. Due to
complexity and the sheer scope of matters under this investigation, it represents an attempt to
illustrate possible interconnection between specific RW claim, its radicalization cycle, the
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effects it brings on identity, and how it accommodates the practice of HW. Lastly, before
proceeding to summarize the main arguments, the next section will take a deeper look at the
above arguments, as well as attempt to provide a critical reflection of this research as a
whole.

Conclusions
Research limitations and delimitations

There are three main research questions addressed by this investigation. It is arguable
to what extent were these presented with substantial explanations, or received only a portion
of the effort necessary for them to be fully evaluated. One by one, the presentation of RW as
an ideological system of claims and tenets may be critiqued at least for a number of reasons,
for example: the ambiguity of claims due to varying sources and consequent lack of
coherence; the confusion with regard to a multiple of meanings by the same claim and in this
way, a blurry line between the external and the domestic; as well as, the simple lack of scope
to investigate all related matters on a deeper level. Similarly, while some evidence for the
process of radicalization was provided by corresponding section of this research, the data
itself can be critiqued to have been purposefully pre-selected to compliment the investigation,
and therefore, bares little theoretical significance. It a rather common critique haunting most
of research based on a case study.
These and other critiques are not entirely denied, and yet, there are some arguments
that may serve as the partial response. First of all, as it was already discussed, the nature of
RW is extremely flexible, and while it shows to be originating from often conflicting
backgrounds, it manages to employ all elements in harmony. In other words, the notion of
RW itself has undergone a series of developments often influenced by antagonistic actors,
and still, in the end of its evolution (that is either already achieved or nearing one of its
culmination points) RW is a system of values that emphasises its ability to cross religious,
cultural or even political borders. In turn, it makes the categorization of its tenets an
unfavourable endeavour, which, of course, does not mean that it can never be done.
Equivalently, the data presented from Levada‘s reposts is by no means preselected, if only for
the single purpose of addressing a specific RW claim or tenet. On the other hand, it should be
noticed that the figures presented identify certain problematics that was not initially
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conceived by this research, particularly in the matters of Russian social contract and
‗prestige‘ as one of its variables. Attitudes towards prestige are changing, and with them, the
RW enters a period of uncertainty, where the core of its ideological composition loses
resonance with the general populace. RW is definitely in crisis and this alone deserves a
separate in-depth investigation for possible practical and theoretical implications.
Within the analytical part, it may be argued that the process-tracing has only been
done on the surface. There could also be questions raised with regards to the combination of
concepts employed, specifically in sections where the nature of the relationship between them
is discussed. The presented causal mechanism may be argued to be limited in applicability,
while the illustration of the process itself may be subject to a better arrangement of its
elements or their descriptions. While not neglecting these critiques, in defence it may be said
that the presented causal mechanism serves its main purpose, that is to be a precedent for
mental exercise on how given Ideology may affect the conduct of HW by means of
radicalization. When speaking about the insufficiencies of provided process-tracing, at least
partially, this could be explained by the difficulty of providing concrete step-by-step
manifestations of the process as it was conceptualized. An attempt was certainly made, but in
order to trace radicalization properly, one may have to rely on in-depth analysis of specific
data such as interviews with those who had been a subject of radicalization. From one
individual to another, while guided by the categorizations provided in this research, such
could prove to be a rewarding venture for further analysis.
It must be also acknowledged that a considerable amount of criticism is normally
given to Russian hybrid warfare analyses due to their assumptiveness. For instance, it was
commonly critiqued that Russian engagement in hybrid warfare (if it even exists as a
phenomena) is only ever effective, and even possible at all, in the societies with strong links
to Russian culture or language, therefore only applicable in Russia‘s near abroad, foremost
countries like Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan and the Baltic states. This line of reasoning has
some truth in it, however first, this investigation never aimed at presenting a mechanism
purposefully build to be applicable under different circumstances in a different case study.
And second, the practice of hybrid warfare should not be confined to traditionalist
perceptions of just unconventional military strategy, mixed or unconventional soft power, or
something that is inherently based on unique collection of favourable circumstances. On the
contrary, it is proposed that while hybrid warfare and ideology are standalone concepts, the
contemporary Russian realities dictate a certain relationship between the two. At the same
time, due to the evolutionary process of RW development its scope became larger,
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transcending the ideology as essentially being a mental exercise to reflect on the collapse of
Soviet Union, into a full-fledged system of values with domestic and external claims and
tenets forming an overarching narrative. Therefore, the criticism raised above is not entirely
denied, but is somewhat incorrect. Finally, the aim of this investigation is not to discuss the
particularities of Russian hybrid warfare as a concrete collection of practices, but rather in
terms of its relationship to RW ideology, their interconnectedness, mutual purpose and the
role of such symbiosis in increasing radicalization.

Final remarks

This research aimed at investigating the concepts of ideology, radicalization and
hybrid warfare; ultimately, attempting to contribute to current academic discourse on
respective issues by interpreting a state-driven radicalization mechanism. Russian World,
being the primary case, was presented as an ideological system with identification of its key
conceptual components, claims and tenets. These were correlated with possible empirical
manifestations and statistical data to reveal whether the ideology impacts public opinion, or
more specifically, whether the ideology could be argued to have a considerable radicalization
potential. Finally, in latter sections of the research, a possible causal mechanism was
conceptualized, illuminating the nature of relationship between the notions employed.
As an ideological system, Russian World is an ambiguous collection of claims and
interpretations that often contradict themselves. Evidently, there was a certain evolutionary
process that transformed the main focus of RW from being a rather liberal project, into its
complete antagonist. Mainly, the transformations occurred as a result of the concept being
gradually adopted and instituted into government rhetoric and wider political discourse. At
the end of its development (or simply in the form it exists today), RW is a revisionist
ideology with international focus that serves two functional purposes for the government.
First, it creates a narrative inside Russia itself, legitimizing authoritarian government and
propagating the sacrifice of some rights and freedoms in favour of country‘s prestige.
Second, it serves as a tool of foreign policy guiding Russian strategic stance internationally.
In that respect, the RW could be described as a self-appointed progressive alternative to
contemporary neoliberalism, democracy and the collective West in general. Likewise,
American hegemony is openly questioned by RW, making it heavily reliant on Cold War
thematic and appeal to respective fears and grievances.
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The main tenets of RW were partially supported the variety of manifestation
presented in the consequent analysis. Across a number of instances, the census data revealed
a considerable change in attitudes, particularly on the questions of Russian exceptionalism
and anti-Western temperaments. At the same time, the polls showed some deviation
representing a crisis of Russian social contract; where the matters of prestige seem to lose
their relevance in the form of foreign policy achievements, and instead, are ever more
concentrated on poor socio-economic environment. This creates a number of difficulties and
areas worthy of further research, since while the foreign policy achievement can still be
delivered in one form or another, the reforms needed for the betterment of Russia‘s socioeconomic environment are unlikely. Taking this into account, in order to restore the
foundations of social contract based on international prestige, the government of Russia may
have to deliver an instance comparable in its scale and implications to that of Crimea;
otherwise as the opinion polls suggest, social unrest will continue to rise significantly,
challenging the very foundations of Russian state.
The research also identified that the notions of ideology and the practice of hybrid
warfare are inherently linked if the Russian case is considered. RW governs Russian strategic
perceptions, while the practice of hybrid warfare serves as a series of actions actualizing the
ideology. In turn, radicalization serves as the concept employed in between, illustrating the
transitions in identity as it becomes subjugated to RW narratives. Both the ideology and the
practice of HW are driven by a strategic objective, which was encapsulated as the general
attempt to shift the balance of power between Russia and the collective West. When
radicalization is considered through the prism of hybrid warfare, likewise acknowledging the
case-specific context, it comforts the exercise of hybrid warfare across a multitude of areas,
particularly when it comes to soft power and ideological/informational vectors.
To conclude, there are still an array of aspects with regards to this research that could
be examined more carefully, especially concerning the situation describing Russian social
contract, its changing nature and the role it plays within a wider discussion on Russian World
as an ideology. Correspondingly, many other aspects may be improved and developed
further, from a more diligent inquiry into RW ideological composition, to a reasoned
rearrangement of presented causal mechanism. Whatever the route for possible extensions of
this research, it is likely that analogous investigations will become ever more relevant as the
Russian ideological stance will continue to evolve; and in this way, capitalize the possible
extent of radicalization.
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